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Maulid Nabi Muhammad SAW 

(Simthud Duror) 
Author By: 

Habib Ali Bin Muhammad Bin Husein Al-Habsyi  
Introduction :  

 � � �� ��� ��� �	 �
� ��� 
The First Praise 

 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��  �       ���� ���� �� ���  �!�"� ��� �# �$ ��� ��  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

During the starlight shining on the horizon 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��       �       �� ��% �&����� �'�( � �)��� �*�( � �+��� � 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Leaders, cover, and the servant who brought near 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��   �       ����, ������� �-�. �/����� �0 �1 ������ � 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

Human choice and beloved servant 
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 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��    �       �� �2 �3 �4 ����5 �� 6� ���7 �$ ��� �� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

During the full moon shining and darkness disappear 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��    �       ���8 ���9 �% ���:���7 ;% ��  �*�� ��� �� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

 During wind blew rescue aid 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      �� �<�= �> �? �1�7 �@�A �B��� �C ��D �>� �� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

During the camel is still running in the desert sahara 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      ���� E ��  �� �< �F�� ���3�= ���G�� �?�� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

And everyone who has established kinship to him 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      ���� E ��  �� �� ��� � �H ��FG�� �?�� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

And every person who becomes his best friend 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      ��� �I� � �JD� E �? �� �*��D �> �� �% �+ �4� �� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

And forgive and forgive those who have sinned 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      ���G �1 �� ���� E ����K��� �L�G�7 �� 
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O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

And give it all to any desired 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      ��� ����:�7 �M�G �>� ��  ���8 �N�� � �O �P 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

And take to us the best way, O Lord 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      ��2 �> �� �*�G ��� �� �� ��B ��( ���9� �� �� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Please correct it and make it easy all that difficult 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      �� �Q ��� � ���R8� �S��� �� �T��� ����� � 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Creatures of the highest and widest position 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      �U �� ��� � ��! ������7 ;� �, �V  �� �% �V� � 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

The most honest servant who spoke the truth 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �      �� �� ��� W ��� R/ �2�: �� X �������� �O �P 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Most human and most correct methodology of its 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����  ����� �� ��      �       �� �% �Y���" ��Z �4 ;?���� � �O �Y� �� 
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

During the blessing birds humming and singing 
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  �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M �3�G��   

 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��       �?�� �\  �]^�3 �=�  � _� �   `       �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      �]^�3 �&�( � _� �a�( � W    `       �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  

 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      � �_� �0 ��� W �]^ �3 �+ ��    `        �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      �]^�3 �� �\� _� � �b �\� W    `      �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M �3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��       � �H�A�, �Q��� ���� �Q� W     `     �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M �3�G��  

 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��         ٰY � �H�A�, �Y ��� �d     `     �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M �3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      �e�f �<���� ��  � �H�A�Y ��     `       �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M �3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �G�� �M�3      ��� � � ���� �Q   ��� ������� ��   `         �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  

 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      � �� �%�g��� ��� �S���    `       �
 ��<�� � �[    �M�3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      �d �S �� ���  �� �3�� �/���    `        �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M �3�G��  

 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��       ��h�� �� ���7 ��� �[���   `       �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M�3�G��      ��i�� �� ���  ��� �j �[  `       �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  

 �[ �
 ��<�� �  ����    ��� �&����� �[   �k��� �� �l���7      `       �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  ����    ��G �i����� ��   �k��� �� �m�� ��7      `        �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  ����    ��<� ��7 �% � �n�,����� k��� 
   �o   `       �[ �
 ��<�� �  �M �3�G��  
 �[ �
 ��<�� �  ����    ��+ �n����� �p   �k ��� �3 �&����7    `          �[ �
 ��<�� �    �M�3�G��  
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 �q� �C� ���G ��  �r��m�( 
 

 �q� �C� ����G ��     �r �m�(          ̀          � � ���s� �Y� _� � �� �> ��%�� �t �% �u  
v� ��'� �B�( ��  �� RB� �� �S �w          ̀           ����g��� �� ���  � ����7� ��  ���� �  

���:�A�G�� ��� �B ��<�� ��� �,�9� �              ̀                 ��� �� �S ���� E �?�� ��: �2��� ��  
 �% �n�,��� �� �:�G�" ;� �B� �<�7 X              ̀               ���8� �� � �O �P �?�� �� �]�� �S  
 R���� �S����  ���� �/�( ���9          ̀              �U��D �n���� ��7     �� ����m ����� ��  

 R 
�8� W �� R, �Q �%��     R 
 �2 �> ��               ̀                 �M�7     � �O �P ���  ���s� �, �����  
 ;@�� �n�7R 
��8� W �� R, �Q �%��              ̀               ���g����� �2 �3�" �x�3 �+ �P  ���� �  

�� �N�� �� ��� _� � �y�� �% �u ���              ̀                 �# �M�7  ���s� �����:�� ���� E  
 ;z ���� �B��G� E � �/�G �� �x� � W              ̀                 � � ���s���( ����K{ ��� | �� �x�   

 �?�� ;�X �}��� �� ;�e ���9                ̀                   ������5 �?�7 � �� �/����� �~�I��7  
 �� �� �/�� ��h �V� ��    � R% �)�"              ̀               ���( ��%������ �C� �B �3�" �� �#  

 ;� �� �% �> �# � �:� �Q�%�7 � �              ̀               ���9�� �: ����� �������� �M�7  
 �'�g�G�" �[ ����   ���� ��� �S ��                ̀               ���s�� �/ �B��� � �:�A�" �C �% �2 ��  

����� �1 �B����7 � �:�( �%� ��n�7              ̀              ���s�� �4 ��%���� � ����� � _� � ��  
� �:�7 �% �u ���9    �� � �+ �� �?��              ̀               ����D �n����� �� �Q� W �?�� �M�7  

 R��� �Q ��� �� ����� ��� �%�G�" �          ̀               �� �>� �Q �d�3 � ���� �J� W ��� �S  
 �� �� ��� �V �%�f ��n�� �d  �� ��          ̀                 ���8� ����� �?�� �� � �, �Q ���9  
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 � � ����� �	 �
� ��� �k �3� � 
The Second Praises 

  

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����        ����� �� �� �        �U �% �u� � �J ���g��� �#;� ���7 �t �% �u� �  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Noblest full moon shining in nature 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����        ����� �� �� �        �! ����� ���� �� �V ���� ;���� �[ �%�� � �  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Best caller who called upon the truth 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����        ����� �� �� �        �U ��� ������ �U��� ���� �0 �1 ������ �  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

Human choice, true and justified 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����        ����� �� �� �         �U �� ��� � ��� R& �1�: �� X ��� ����� �� �Q� �  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

Humans are the sweetest and truest spoken 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        �! ��& ���( �a ��h���7 �?�� �� ���"� �  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

The most important person who embodies faith 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        �!��G �)�( ��" ����� ��� �) ��<���7 �?��  
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O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

Own character generous and loyal 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        �U ��% �+�( � �� ���� ��n�� �?�� �p�� �S� ��  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

And gather any who strayed from the herd 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        ��2 �> �� �*�G ��� �� �U ��� �B�( ���9� �� ��  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Please correct it and make it easy everything hampered 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        �!�G �m �� ���� E� �O �)��� �?�� �*�h�"� ��  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

Open all the goodness locked 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        �7 �? �� �� �d��� �� � �� �H ��F�  �!��G �B�(  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW. 

And his family and the love of the Prophet 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        ��� �! �n �B�� ���3 �= ���G�� �?�� �� �d��  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

And their families and misses 

 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        �� �H ��F�� �� �, ���7 �?�� ��  �!��� ���(  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

And keep the rope religion of the Prophet 
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holy Lord, God free of all properties given to Him (by the 

disbelievers), and greetings to the delegates. Praise be to 

Allah the Lord of Hosts. 

 

For MP3 audio listening by : 

Habib Syeikh Abdul Qodir Assegaf (Habib Syeikh - Solo) 

You can listen and download at : 

https://archive.org/download/simtudduror/simtudduror.mp3 
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Muslimat, the Mukminin and Mukminat worldwide. And 

the eternal banner of religion straight across the country 

to remain dispersed and the banner of the Islamic faith 

and its adherents remain upright with the meaning and 

the picture and remove. O Allah, O God our suffering 

patients. Pay off their debt-burdened debts. 

Forgive those who have sinned. Accept their repentance 

who repent, and scatter Thy mercy on Thy servants, the 

believers all. And deny the evil people who abuse and 

those who act wrongdoers. Establish justice authorities a 

fair and correct. In every town and country. Confirm them 

with the strength of your hand and victory over 

reactionaries, the hypocrites and apostates. 

Save us, O God into a solid fortress against all kinds of 

disasters and calamities and in places safe shelter. Against 

all the sins and errors and define ourselves in obedience to 

You. And sincerity in deeds for the sake of Thy good 

pleasure. And when it is time you replenish our lifetime, 

our right to die as a Muslim and true believer. And end of 

life fill us all with kindness from Thy. And bestow peace 

and blessings upon the Prophet, which is loved and given 

by the bodies, spirit and our soul, also on family and 

friends, as well as those relating (nasab) to him. So we end 

our prayers by saying, "Walhamdu Lillahi Rabbil 

'Alamin" (And praise be to Allah Lord of the universe). Most 
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 ��� �� ��� ����� ����       ����� �� �� �        ��� �����  ��� ��  ��G �> �� �d �3�G�� �'  
O Lord, bestow mercy to Prophet Muhammad SAW.  

O God, bestows grace and prosperity to him 

 

 � W �V �� �I  �' �3 �S ��%�� �J� �1�3 ��n�� �?�� �q��7�� ٰ� �Q ��%�� �q� �' �<�7 �3 �Q ��%�� �? �' 

 �M�� � �: ���h�" ��� �����R: �A�, ��� ��� R� �h�" �۱� �  �[ ������&�( ����� �q� �M���� �%���+ �m �3��
 � RY� �%�� �� �M�� �����2�� �� �M �3�G�� �d �h�� �B�  ��'�h�� �� �% ��P� |�( � �� �� �M�,� �I �?��

�R� �3 �& �h �<��� �۲�  �  � R��� �� �V � R% ��  �q� �� �% ��:�� ���۳��  � �*�h�+��� ��۱�� �� �۳ �  
 

I seek refuge in Allah from the accursed devil temptation.  

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. 

 

“Verily We have granted thee a manifest Victory (1). That 

Allah may forgive thee thy faults of the past and those to 

follow; fulfil His favour to thee; and guide thee on the 

Straight Way (2). And that Allah may help thee with 

powerful help (3).” (QS. Al Fath 1-3). 
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 �C������ �J�����"� W ���� �> ��%�� �d�G �,�9 �?�� �x�G �P ���9 6w �� �> �� �� ��� 6���� ���� � �� ��
 �' �h �=�G �&� � ���h�9 ��� W ������  �����G �&:�� ?���� �� �'�f�7����& �V� W ������  �= �& �V �d���3

� ��%� ���� � ���"� X �� �/�3 �> �� � R��A �u �q �q   �?�� �% ��D ��n��� �J� �%�� �V �w ��۱۴۴ � 
Muhammad is no more than an Messenger: many were the 

Messengers that passed away before Him. If he died or was 

slain, will ye then turn back on your heels? If any did turn 

back on his heels, not the least harm will he do to Allah; but 

Allah (on the other hand) will swiftly reward those who 

(serve him) with gratitude.  (QS. Ali Imron : 144) 

 �' ��h �F �V����� �d���3�G�� 6����� �� �V �'�f�� �<�+ � W �?����� 6w��� �> �� �'�� �]��� �S ���&��
 �% �Q 6' �3 �Q ��� 6t �� �� � ���:�� �}������7 �'�f �3�G�� 6����۱۲۸ ����  � ������� ���( �J�����"

 �  �%���B��� ��� �� ���8 �� �x�G�� E ���( �d �3�G�� ���8 ����� �d�ٰ��� �� �q� � �H �< �Q �� �&�"

 �' �3 �i �B��� ���¡  � �k�7 �� ��h�� ����۱۲۹ ���¡� 
Now hath come unto you an messenger from amongst 

yourselves: it grieves him that ye should perish: ardently 

anxious is he over you: to the Believers is he most kind and 

merciful. (128) 
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situation and that our actions with the leadership of Your 

perfect and guard thy steadfast and solid, and I hope you 

grant peak our dream earn glory close to you and to the 

man beloved, and hopefully you will accept our intentions 

and practices in all of our movements and put us in the 

class they are always present in his presence. Which 

follows the path taken. Obligations against you and against 

him. And always keep your agreements with the best 

possible way. 

Oh, my God, O God, our Lord. Indeed, we have always 

wanted to very obtain "special grace" from Thy. So do not 

you let us down, and we had a good inkling be compassion. 

That we make our ‘wasilah’ Thee. So do not you let us 

down. 

Really we believe in thee, and to thy Messenger. Now we 

address our appeal to you with your Messenger expect it 

as a giver of intercession. May you give forgiveness to 

sinners among us and charity and kindness from you to 

those who have made the omission. Requesting obtain 

what he wants. Who expects anything to get what she 

expected. And make us not including those that help these 

lovers, and defend it. 

And may you sow his blessing and nobility toward his 

goal. Covers children and our parents are also residents of 

our country and region. Along with all the Muslims and 
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O Allah, our Lord. To whom directed all the ideals and 

dreams, to go back after that with all the success and 

strength of his door. Terminated all sorrow hope that after 

that inundated flood of His grace. Indeed, we turn towards 

Thee as noble ‘wasilah’ in Thyself: Leader of All the 

Apostles. Servant always true in her words. Its always 

sincere reliable, our Lord: Muhammad SAW. Whose 

treatise covering the entire universe. We hope you are 

pleased bestow peace and blessings upon the perfect 

Essence. Your trustee storage area. Your secret holder. 

Your mission flag raisers that includes everything. Our 

ancestors were great that you love and you specialize. 

With majestic glory and graceful in every place and 

position that is close to you. Thy bounty divider between 

thy servants. Presenters dish Thy instructions for those 

who you love. Leaders around the inhabitants of heaven 

and earth. Very noble among human beings and jinn. Thy 

servant that you love completely. That you specialize in for 

the specificity of You. 

O Allah, our Lord, bestow peace and blessings upon him. 

Similarly, his family and friends and those close to him 

from his lover. O Allah, our Lord, we actually exposes thee. 

This glorious prophet respectability in Thyself and 

‘tawasul’ to rank high on your side, so you deign to keep 

and maintain us in every motion and silence us with 

Inayah thy sight. And give your protection to us in every 
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But if they turn away, Say : "Allah sufficeth me: There is not 

god but He: On Him is my trust - He the Lord of the Throne 

(of Glory) Supreme!" (129). (QS. At-Taubah : 128-129) 

 �q� �w ���� �> �� � � �£�� �� �3�s� �%�� �>�� � �¤���7 ��� �'�� �% �� �?�7 � �¥�A�� �w��9 �I�� ��
 ;w ���� �> �%�7 � R%�� � �n�, �� �� �	� �� �� ��h�� �?�� ��¦ ���� � ���7 ������ �R9 ��� ���� �'�f �3����

 �>� X �� �B�7 �?�� �§�|�� ���� �Q� W �d��  �y ���W�¨¨¨ � ۶۱�۶ª�� 
And remember Jesus, the son of Mary, said: "O Children of 

Israel! I am the Messenger of Allah (sent) to you confirming 

the Law (which came) before me, and giving glad Tidings of 

an Messenger to come after me, whose name shall be Ahmad 

(Muhammad)"...  (QS. As-Shaff :61:6) 

 �J ����G ��� �d �h�f�s �
�� �� �q� ��J�� ����  � ���: ��� �?�� �N���� � �2���� W ^�� �� �H ��F��
� R� �3�G �<�( � ����� �G �> �� �d �3�G�� � ����G ��  ��� �� �Q� �_� ��۳۳�«ª ۵۶� 

Allah and His angels, send blessings on the Prophet: O ye 

that believe! send ye blessings on him and salute him, with 

all respect. (QS. Al-Ahzab 33:56). 

 

 � � �� �� �� �� � ٰ� �  ��� �& �� ��¦  �> �G �1 � � �d  � � � �� �� �� �®� �*  �7 �% �8��� � �d  � � � �� �� �=�� �< �� �̄  �# 
 ��� �� �S �� ��  �� �% �� �d  �� �� �Q �< � D �d �( � �B ��� ��  �/ �� �°  �� �V �i �'  �u � D �d  �!�G �P �
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 ��� �) ����G �! ���� �f����� �k  �� ���� �Y �� �� X �G �3����2 �� � �G����� �k  �� � �7��� �< �±  ������2 �'  ����� �? 
 �"^ �s �²  ��� �� ��: �k  �� �S� �% �C  �7 �d  �#  � � �9 �� ��� �°  ��� �& �< �� �k  �" � � | �� �> ��  �� ���� � � �³ 
 � � �u �% �t  �P �G �& �d  �� � � �S ���  �� �= �3 �� �°  �� �Q �� �k �( � �B ��G �& �x  �� �� ������( �d  � �_� �\ ������3 �k 

 �7 �) ���G �! ��ٰ8 �N ��� � �B���, ��  ��� �� �����, �� ��  �" � � � �h �� �n �% �C  �ٰ���� ���  �� �u �% �" �d  �# 
 �V �� ��� �'  ��n�� �2 ��� �	  �� ��� �m �3 �� ��  �" � �� � � � �S ���  ٰ8 �N ��� � �� ��?  ���� �N �¦  �( ���g ��% �[ 
 �7 �d  ��� ��� �: �J�  �� � �� � � � �V� �i �'  ٰ8� �N ��� � �+ � �� ��  ���� �N �¦  �7 �% �\  �� �?  �Q �� �% �	 

 � �l� �Q���� �< �JD � ���� �� �� �� � E R	 ��D�����G �� Rk ���� �2 �% �C  �#  �8 �3 �����K �� ;� �������� �� ;�  �
 �" �h �B ��1 �% �C  �7 �� �S �� �� �8 � � � �� �: �t�  ��� �� �S �� ��  �� � �� �Y ��% �\ �C  ���7 �% ��  ������B �� ��� �' 
 �7 �1 �% �\�  ��h�� �g �% �� �' 

 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ����µ ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful  
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 �� ٰ� �P �%  �� �V �� � � � � � �J  ��� �� �� �� � ٰ� �  �� ���  ��� �B ��� �� � �� ¨  ��� �� �M��7 �� �J� �� �, �>
 � �� �� �J ���+ ��� � ��� �V �	 ��� �B ��<�� 6[� 
  ����  � �� �G �> �%�� ��� �� � ٰ� � ������ ����� �� � ��
 � �� � ������� �B¨¶ �k ���( ��+��� �µ 

 

Closing Pray : 

In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful. Praise be 

to Allah, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the Worlds. 

 

Oh God, send blessings upon our Prophet Muhammad in 

the first, O Allah, send blessings upon our Prophet 

Muhammad in all other places, O Allah, send blessings 

upon our Prophet Muhammad at all times and times. O 

Allah, deliver blessings upon our Prophet Muhammad in 

all on the Day of Judgment. All his companions. 

 

Now, after editing the pearls of the Prophet SAW, I faced 

myself into the presence of the Divine. While tawassul 

with the leader and lover: "Muhammad SAW". May Allah 

be pleased to make my attempts to compile this as a 

commendable and shortly bring reward for me and my 

charity may He noted among his charity received. And 

supplications between sincere petition addressed to him 

and gain his reward mutually sustainable. 
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 � �l����� �> �
 �[  �� � �l� �������� �J�  �7 �� �8 �G�����2 �� � �B������ �� �� �	  �� � �����B RZ  ������ �� �� �� R	  �
 �� �� � �n �y  ٰ�G�� �2 ��'  �� �% �7 �k  ��� �� �f �% �� �7 � ��  �� � �9� �²  �� ���� �?  ������� �� �� �: � �� 

 �� � �4� ����+ �%  �� �G����� �N �  �, � ��  �� � �( �& �����, �� �( ������7 �k �����h�� �s� �, � ��  �� � � � ��� �n �% 
 �� �Q ������h �M  �������  �V����, ��� ��  �������� �} �� �: � ��  � � �S ������B � ��  �� ������ � �y  ��� �u ��% 
 ��� �� �B����h �� �� �?  ����� ��i�� ��� �� � ��  �� � �7 ���� �< �±  �������B �� �w ����7 �� �� �	  ��� ��� �� ��!  �# 

 �S �� ���3 �p ����:�� �� �Q� �e  �� � �_� �9�� �1 ���  �� � � ������ �� �8 �'  �7 �h �| �����3 ;�  ���� �?  �V���: �� �� 
 �� �  � ;% ����  ��� �� �B� � � �� �� �?  �� �?  ��� �� �: �"�� �&� � ��  �� ��� �g ��+ ���  �� � �S� �B �G���: �
 �� ��� ���  �#  ��� � �� � �?  ��� � �� � � ��  �� �?  �S �� ���3 �p  ��� �, �
���� �� � � �#  ��� ���� �% �\ 
 ��� �� �f � ��  �� �?  ��N�� �  �� ��  �� ��� �) �1 ��� �� � � � � �� �� �: �# �  ��� �B ���� ��  �7 �1 �V����h �M 
 ������ ���� �� �U  �# �����P �� �� �h �M �����9 �s� �� � ��  �� � �� �I�( � �� ��" �3 �.�����: �" � �h �� ��"�����: �
 ���� �< �G �� � �� ����� �} �� �: � ��  �� ����P� �h �'  ������: �� ����: �M  �7����) ; �O  � � �S ������B � ��  �
 �� ��� �� � ��  ����� �> � �G �'  ������� ���ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �=����3 ��  ��� �� ������, �� ��  �� � � �· �S��� �< �[D 
 �� � �_� �� �� �$�  �� ��� �& �G �� ��  �� � ���� � �� �d  �� �� �� �, �d  �� �� �?  �� �� �3 �d  �� �F �< �� ��  �
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With the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. 

Praise be to God, which is fast to His power. Quite clearly, 

the evidence of His truth. Stretching generosity and mercy. 

His exalted glory, His exalted position. 

 

Created everything with full of wisdom. Then accompa-

nied by his knowledge. Overlaid them an abundance of his 

gifts. With the division level specified in his will. Then sent 

to them, for the sake of his grace. A noblest among His 

creatures foremost among His servants. 

 

By the nature of His willed (lradah), creating a very 

beloved servant of this. So the radiance of his glory, in the 

real world or hidden. 

 

Oh.., how great this gift, bestowed by Him (Allah) Most 

Gracious Giver. How high value of this virtue. Coming from 

God the source of all good deeds. The gift of perfect 

transcendental. In a commendable human form. His pre-

sence put fragrance in all directions. Decorate it with 

beautiful embroidery full of grandeur. 
  

 �( ���� �/ ��� ���  ���� �� ��!  �# ������ ��� �'  �9 ������ �> �d  ��� �� ���� �>� �p  �( � �/������ �G� R3�  �̧ ������9 

 �7 � �  �h �n ��D  �" �� �G �d  �#  ��� �& � �% �� ��  �� ��n�� �>D �p  �" ����G �d  ��� ������ �� ������ �N �¦   
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 �� �(  �: ��� �� � � �%  � � ����" �% ��� �°  �7����h� �B �� ���  �� � �� �� ����� ���  �( ����g �% ��� �°  �7 ����f � �� �% �	 

 ����( �% �� ���  �Q �����3 �¹  � � ����7 �% �\  ����� �? ����� ��� �'  � �l� ������K �JD ��� �� � �� �� �	 ���ٰ8 �N �

 � �l� �  �< �JD  �� � �3 �h �n ��% �t  �7 �� �S �� �� �°  ������� �& �
 �J  �� � �( �: �h �� �n �%  � � �� �> �% ��� �° 

 �#  � �_� �� �� �J�  �" � �� �� � �?  �� �> �;% ó � ��( �� � �� ���7 �d  �9���G ��  �� �F���3 ��  �� � ��� ����  �? 

 �> �� �7 � �L  �" �� ��  �q�  ����  ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �= �3 �� 
  

 ��� ���( ���9 �° �� �� �% �> ;��G �&�� ��� �   ��� ���  �[��  � ��� ��' �V ;� �3 �= ���7  
 ��� �S ;� ���:�7 �� �� �S ����� �t ��% �u �?�� �   ����� �S �� Rk �/ �2�7 �J ���g��� �% �� �4  

 ;[� �&�� ����� � �? �< ����� �# ��º �%�( ���9 �  ��� �B�( �� �° �� �/�� �# �» ��:�( ��  
 �d �h�G �h �S� � �� �3�" �J �� �3 �B��� �d �h �i �Q �� �  �� �
 ����� �*�� ���� �
��D� E � R% �n�7  

 �?�� ���8 �� �d�( � ��� ���9� �� �'�G�� �U ���" �  ������� �� �d� �� �} �u �# Rk �B�" ��  
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 �� �?  �  ��3 �( � �: �� � � � �V �� ��� �: �� � � �( �/ �B �G �: �# �  �Q �� �% �	  ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �= �3 ��  ���� �? 
 ��� �� �®� �% �� �? �� � �#  �Y �% �s� �!  ��( � �, �V� �d  ���� �? �� ��<�� ��D �g � ��  �� � �� ������& �M 
 �� �Q ��& �d  �� �?  ��� �� �} ��� �� �?  �� � �� �B �2 �� ��  ���� �?  ����� �� �"� �i � ��  � ��'���2ٰ�G�� �  �� ��J 
 �� �: � � � �Y ���R��  �#  �� �Q �� �h �M  ��� �) ���� �k  �" �
 �(  �� �% �� �: �� � � �� �: ���R   �S �� �3���G Rk

 ���8 �e  ���� �> �3 �G �. �:�  �M���3���� ���" �
 �(  � �)����3� �= �: ٰ� � � ������:���7 � �M  �� �7 �%�� �> �� �� �M 
 �� �� �S� �]�  �7 �d  �� �?  ����� �� �?  �� ��( �� ��S �2 �: �7 � �d  �� �� �3 �M  �� �< �h �n �+���B� � ��  �
 � � �J �( �& �������7� � ��  ����������� �N �  ��  ����������: �7 � ��� �������m � �+ �% �J�  �� � ��� �������� � �< �e �] 

 �7 � �l� �Q �< �JD  �� � ��<��� �s� ��  �7 �� �> � �¼ �w  �� � ��� �� �} ��� � ��  �7 �� � � � ����� ��  �� � � � �J 
 �( �/� �B� �G �: �� � �� �?  �  � � �%  ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �=���3 ��  �� �� �\� �� �°  �� � �� ��� �°  ���� �� �8� �% �° 

 �� � �V ��'  �7 � �T �� �h �d  �� �u �% �� �y  �� �S �2 �h �d  � � �� �� �� �  �� � ������� �� �� �: �� � � � � ���8 �� 
 �9 �1 �%������  �� � �� ��� ��������: � � �� �S �� ������3 �p  ��� ������� �< �G �� � ��  �� ��� ������� �< �G �� �C�  �
 �� �������� �} �� �: � ��  �� ��� �� �} ������: �C�  �# �  �S �� ����3 �p  ��� �/����2 �C� � �� �� �[  ������� � �k 

 �������� �� �?  �������& �� �� �'  �#  �S �� ����3 �p  � �_� �9��� �1 ���  �� �:��� �n �� �� �	  �� � ������B ��� �' 
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 ��� �K ��D �G �k  �� � �< �h �� �� ��  � � �� � � �h �M  �� � �Q �+ �3 �½  �> ��% ��  �� � �Q ��� ��  ������ � �k 
 �� �V �� �( �M  ��n�� ��D �G �k �  � � � �_ ��  � �_� �� � �T  � � � �� �� �� �, �� ��  �� �M  �� ��� �� �) �� �� 
 �7 ��n�� �% �t  � �_� �" �) �% �# �  � E � ��  �� �� �Y �� ;? �?  �� �� �Y� �?  ��� �& �% ��  �� �� �i ���2 �% 

 �9 � �>� �'  �� �� �� ��� ��  �#  �V �, ��� ��  �� ��� �> � �¾D ���� �} �� �¿  �� ���� �u ��D ��  � �� ���8 �� 
 �� �� ��� �� ����� �> � ��3 ��  ���������g �� �  � ��  �� � � � ����� �u �% �t  ����� �&������G � ��  � � � �� �B������, �� 
 ��� �� �� �, �� ��  ��� � �) ��� �� �   � � �� �� �) � �� �À  �� �: �M  �7 �� �S � ��  ��� �) � �s� ��  �

 ��' �2ٰ�G�� �  �� � ��  �� �> � �G �'  �� �G �3 �d  �� ���� � �� �d  �� � � �� �� �7� �d  �� � � � ���8 ��  �Q �� �� �% �	 
 �9� � �Á �7 � �d  �� �?  � � �Q �, �7� �d  � ��' �2ٰ�G�� �  �� �� �  �  �& ��� �[  �� �� �3 �M  �S� �°�  ٰ8 �N ��F�� � � � �H 
 ��� �g �% �� �'  �� � �  �h� �� �� ��> � ��  �� �����3 �M  �7 �� �n �% �t  �����&� ��� �d  ������B� �i �3 �'  � � � �J 
�( �
 �Q �i����: �# �  �Q �% � E �(D����: �� ���� �> �f �: �( � �: �7 �����B � ��  �V �: �������h �M  �� � � � �J 
 �( �� �+ �i���: �# �  �S �� ���3 �p  � � �Y �� ������  �� ��( �& ��G �, �( ����: �7 � �/ �� ���3 ��  �� �� ������h �M  �
 �� �Q � � ��  �� �9 ��� �h �M  �� � � � �J �( �, � �G �m �: �� � �?  �u �% �t  ��� �& �% ��  �� �� �3 �M  �� �� �� 
 ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �= �3 ��  �5 ��� �k  ٰ� �� ������: �� � � �( �h �& ����, ��  ������:���� � �( � �� ��% �����: �" ����3 �d 
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 �" �< �, �� �J�  ���� �N �¦  � � �7 �% �\  �� �?  �Q �� �% �	  � �l� �� �. �: �J�  �� � �� � �B �/ ��  ���V �? 

 �� �� �+ �d ٱ � �G� �< �JD  �� � �� �� ���  �#  �( �B ��& ��  �� �B � � �3 �d  ��� �/ �: �J�  �� � �  �h �� �n �% 

 �� �: �d  �#  �� ��� �'  ��� �, �1 �� �J  �� ��i�� �2 �� ��  �� � �� � � �·  ��� �� �S �� ��  ��� �) � �G �& ��e ���  �� �� 

 �" � �.���, ��� ��  �q�  ���� �?  ����ٰ�� ;d  ���� � �% �� ;'  �7 � �� ��n �% �( �: ٰ� � �����( � �d  �#  ��N���� �� �% 

 ��� �� �f �3 �'  �7 � �, �n ��D �	   � �� ����& �� �� �S �]� �� �'  ���� �> �� ���� 6w �?  � � �  �+�� �< �f �' 

 �V �� ���� �� 6� �G���3 �d ���� �V ����F ��h �'  �� �Q �% �� �� 6����G �3 �f �' ���7 ��� �� �} �� �: � ��  �� �� 6t

 ��� �Q �3 6'  �" � � �� �?  �" �S� � | �( �d  ٰ8 �N �°  ��� �, �n ��D �	  �� �( ��G �& �8� �7 � �& �G �> ;� �G �3 ;' 

 �" �& ��  ���8 �¦  �� �� ��  �% �� ;̄ � �< �h �& �3 ;' 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful  
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Allah is true in realizing. In the sacred nature of his 

immense. Establish the spread of His grace. In the near 

and far no exception. 

Then only for Him be praise. Number is immeasurable. 

Nothing drab repetition called. No matter how often 

repeated. Courtesy of his displays in the realm of reality. 

Embodiment as noble beings. That all beings receive the 

glory. Immeasurable. By virtue accompanies his presence 

secret. Spread evenly throughout the universe. 

So no one was secret. Touching one with the heart of a 

conscious. Except for sure because of the outpouring of the 

gifts of God. Through this dear man. Happy and like 

excited, possessed the heart of a flock, welcoming the 

beloved of God, bearer of grace to all men. 

The Supreme Court, which has glorified him, this form nur 

(light) shimmering, covering everything with joy and 

beauty. Achieving the highest level of beauty, towering, 

taking off with his glory. Eyes looked longingly, perfect 

human form, scraping all the misguided. Although the real 

virtue and perfection beyond all that can be achieved, any 

knowledge nevertheless. 

Glory to Allah, the Lord Merciful. That the holy book Quran 

Al-Hakim. Revealing the happy news to his word: 
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 �'��G �> �� ����  ;������ ���� �� ����3 �> � � �Ã������� �# � �� ������  ����  �?�� ������� �[ ������, 

 ��' �2ٰ�G�� �  � �� ��  ����  ;���� ���� �� ����3 �>    �� ����  � �� �B�� �S� � �d�, �� �� �� �d���ٰ  
 

 �� �� ��� �  � �i �'  ��� �+ �g �%  �� �?  �� �� �� � ��¦  � �_� ���� �� �t�  ��� �� �� ��� ������� �k  �V���& ���R�  �
�( �� ��S �2 �x  �� �� �q�   �� �h �� ��> R
  �7 �< ��3 �� �¦  �� �Q �, �A � �H  �� ������� ;�  �q� ����� ��

 �'��G�� �> �� �d���3�G��  � � �J  �� �/ ���B ��  �� �> �B �3 �e  �"���3 �d  ���� �n �f ��� R�  �� �" �B ���G �e  �"���3 �d 
 �� ��������� ���R�  �� � � � �J  �� �f������h ��  �V �� ������G �e  �#  � �_� �V������� �w�  ��� �� �& �, ��������� �k  �
 ������( �� ��S �2 �e  �#  ��h�� �� ��S����2 �C�  ������ � �) ��� � �k  ����� ���� �
 �C  ��� �� ����� �� �� �� �k  �

 ��' �2ٰ�G�� �  �� ��� �?  �� �� �3 �d �( �h �� ��S �d  �v� �� �w�  �" �h �B �� ��  �� �"� �% �	  �� � ������ ���7 ��� 
 �V ��� �( �d  �( �� ��±  ��%���� �Q �w�  �" �h �m�� �n �8D �� ����: �d  ��� �+ �3 ���� �® �C�  ������m ��� �% �	  �
 �  �h �� ��S �d  �� �� �3 �M  �7 � �� �u �% �t  ��� �� �> �sD ��  �� �� �� �M  �> � ��3 ��  ��� �� �%�� �> �G � ��  �

 �V����, �� �� ��� ���� ��� �U  � �_������ � �� ��� �> � ��3 �� �  �� � �������� ;� ó������� �N �¦  �V������ �x 
 ����� �> ��D �h �d  �������B ��� �� � �� �  � � �J  �( ��� � � �G �e  ���(��� �< � �G �'  �������  �(����G �M  ��N����� �C� 
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"Assalamu 'alayka ayyuhan-nabiyyu warahmatullahi 

wabarakatuh".  (Peace be on you, O Prophet, and the 

mercy and blessings of Allah). 
 

"Assalamu 'alayka ayyuhan-nabiyyu warahmatullahi 

wabarakatuh".  (Peace be on you, O Prophet, and the 

mercy and blessings of Allah). 
 

"Assalamu 'alayka ayyuhan-nabiyyu warahmatullahi 

wabarakatuh".  (Peace be on you, O Prophet, and the 

mercy and blessings of Allah). 
 

And with it was completed the closing of this word, as has 

been perfect at the beginning of the opening. Then the 

Messenger, peace and blessings highest. 

 

 �q� �' �<�7 �?�ٰ �Q ��%��  �' �3 �Q ��%�� �  � ������� �B��� ��� �� � ٰ� � ���� ����� �  �  

 ��' �2ٰ�G�� �  �'��G�� �> �� � �� �� ������ � �# ;������ �� �� �� ����3�� �> � �� , � ������ ��� ��'���2ٰ�G�� � 

 � �� ��  �'��G �> �� ���� � �# ;������ ���� �� ����3�� �> �v , �?�� �%���P  ��'���2ٰ�G�� �  � ���� �� 

 �'��G �> �� ����  ; �����Q �� ;x���9 �� � ��� E �# ;���� ���� �� ����3 �> , ��'���2ٰ�G�� �  � ���� �� 
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“Has come unto you a Messenger from among themselves. 

He was always concerned about what happened to you. Very 

he wanted you believe. He was very forbearing, very 

compassionate. So anyone who came to him the good news 

as well as receive it with care and common sense surely he 

might receive instructions to The Straight Way.” 

 ��  � � �u �2 ��  � � �J  �v  �� ٰ � �d  �� ��� �q�   �� �Q �� �°  �� �u  �% �� �M ���� �d �� �u �2 ��� R	  �( ���B �% �� 
 �7���2 � �G�� ��� �< �JD  �V �������( ��� �� ��� �: �d  ��� �/���: �J�  ���� � �?  ��h���� � �� �� �!  �7���2 �
 �� � �l� �I �� �J� �( � �Å �, �x  �7 �2 � �#  ���� �� �� ��  �� �?  � �l� ������ �J�  �9 ������� �� �° �       
 �� �( �G �� �$  ����  � � �8 ��  ��� �3 �& � ��  �� �?  �> ��%  ٰI �� �M  � �l� �I���� �J�  �� ��h���� � �� �� �! 

 �u �� �8� �� �°  �� � � � �u �2 ��  � � ��J  �> ��3 �� �  �� � �� ���� R� o ��Æ �B �, ��  ���� ��� �U  �#  �9 �� �� �d 
 �� �" �B���G �d  �� �  ��� �� �, ��� �G �L  ���V �?  �q� ���� � � � ���� �% �°  �7 �. �, �G �3���m �d  �� �) �G���& �d  ���� �? 
 �" �% �® �d  �� �  �+ �G �d  �V � �, � � 6� �� �> �G �q� �d  �� �G �B �� � �� � ��  �7�� �n R �O�  �����  �N ��� R%  �
 �" �, ��G �L  ��%�� �> ��D �k  �� � � � ��� � �_� X �� � � �k  �� ����8 �� �q� X ���7 �d  ���� �?  � �_������� �k 
 �7 � R% �n �� �� R �O�  �" � �K �JD  �#  �� �G �� �k  ��� �/ �2 ��  �� �G �� �< �. �, � �% �� �?  �� �> �%� RS� 
 �� �9 ����� R%  �����: R �O�  �" ����� � � � �V �i �����2 ���� � �?  ������: �( ;k ���g ��% �[  �q�  �7���2 � ������ 
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 ��� �, �n �%  �� � �� � � � �� �> �B �2 �� � �?  �  �B �� �� ;k �  �h �n �%  �> ��% �8 � �#  ��� �, �� �%  ��  ��� �� �T 
�  ��'�����2ٰ�G�� �  ���� �� � ��  ������ �> � �G �'  �7 �� ���� �S � �� ���� ���� �G �� �C�  �� � � �S �� �B�����2 �� � � � �\ �b 

 ��h�� �������3 �C�  �� � � ����� �> �B �2 � � ������� ���ٰ8 �N ��� � �B����, �� ������� �N �¦  �� ��# �7  ��� �� ��! 
 ��� �B �, �� �������� �k  �� � ����7 �% �\  �" �3����2 � �#  �P �G����B �k  ��� �g����� �w�  �� �����9 �[�  �7 ��� �� ��! 

 ��%�� �7 �� �7 ��3 �k  �#  �� �� �Y� �?  ��� �) �� �� �k  � ٰ� �  �� � � �9 �, ��  �� �G �3 �5 �d ��� �k  � �l� �9���, �w� 
 �� � �
 �� R	 ��h � ��  �7 �2 �� � �� �$  ��� �� � � ��  �� �G �3 �d  �7 �d  �" � �3 �: �= �< �±  �#  �9 �G �, �d 

 �  �� ��  �> ��% �( �B ��G �& �d  �7 �d  �� �Q ��, �d  �� � �� �f �h ��  �7 �2 �7 � �B �: ��� �k  �q�  �#  �Q �� �7 �d 
 �� � ����  ٰ� �� �d  �� �� �� �� �, �d  �?�� �N������  ����(���& ���� �� � �2 �� �	  ��� ���� �/ ��  �7 �& �%���7 �d  �

 ���( �+��������3 � | ���������� � �
 �w  ������ ��n�� �% �t  � �_� ������ �� �G ��e �������7� �� ��� �°  �������� �Q� ��, �d  �
 �� �V� � ��1 �% � �_� ��� �� �J�  �7 �: �n �%  �I �� �% �8� �'  �  �< �3 �' 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful  
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anything but unbiased kindness. Simple temperament, 

succinct sentences he spoke. 

When the poor called him, he always hits immediate 

response. Him like a loving father to the orphan, or the 

widow weak. Humble yet powerful authority. Make the 

most powerful man was shaking dealing with it. Each road 

passes or which he visited the house into a sweet fragrant 

smell, every mention of his personal perfume the 

assemblies and meetings. 

He is a fusion center. For all the attributes of perfection 

unmatched in the physical and behavior, it gets the noblest 

specificity. So no single human temperament is 

commendable but definitely comes from him. Best man of 

them all 

Had I concluded the properties of this beloved man in his 

glory with all its forms collected beautiful character like a 

very tall sits high above the star. 

Presumably pen had enough of life cheerfully cheery. 

Noting that known about this noble Prophet Birthday 

(Maulid Nabi) and tells the most honor and respect as well 

as a very noble in attitude of gratitude that God has given 

him. Now is the time pulling back control and duly read to 

the prophet peace be upon the natural inhabitants leader: 
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 ������ � �) �h �'  ������� �� � �� ��� �< �?  ��h������& �� �� �'  �" � �B �G����3 �d  � � �" ��� �� �� ��� ���� �
 �	 
 �� ��.�� �< �G �3 �'¨ 

 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful 

 

It was perfect properties of nobility. Had he presented to 

the full moon light he never would have closed by the 

eclipse matter how many ways people try to decipher the 

nature of nobility but until the time expires they could not 

possibly cover it all .... 

Oh, how high the great degree. How extensive his qualities 

evenly everywhere. So sublime morality (Akhlaq) of 

Prophet Muhammad Rasulullah SAW that feels cramped 

great books to summarize. Because he was the best of the 

human in the beauty of morality or shape. Always a leader 

in doing good. Meek, spacious affection. Especially for 

believers all. Very good, very forbearing. None say 
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I bear witness that there is no God but Allah. Almighty, no 

partner to Him. Suppressed by oral testimony. Revealing 

sincerity and devotion. Contained in the heart. Strengthen 

the pillars of faith. Embedded deep in the chest. 

Confidential nature seemed just for them. Sincere 

adherent no slightest doubt him. 

I bear witness that Prophet Muhammad SAW is the 

servant of God. The truth in your words and deeds. And 

delivered on behalf of God. What should be delivered. To 

His servants. About the required or recommended him. He 

is the servant of God sent. The natural inhabitants 

altogether. Bearer of glad tidings in addition to the threat 

of suffering. So he convey the message. And fulfill the 

mandate. So that people in large numbers. Receive the 

guidance of Allah by his intercession. Be it the lamp lights 

and a full moon. Search for penetrating light pitch-black 

ignorance. Ah, how great a gift of God. bestowed upon 

man. How widespread the favor of God scattered lesson. In 

the oceans and land masses evenly. 

O Allah, our Lord. Bestow peace and blessings, the largest 

and covers everything. Most holy, reaching. Upon this man. 

Which closely meet the obligations of servitude to her God. 

By attaching all perfect nature. And sincere in devotion to 

the Divine. As well as expose themselves to him. With the 

best and flawless manner. 
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Blessings of grace which upheld. Interwoven with 

personal ties. For the reader's blessings on him. Made her 

heart ablaze. Nur (light) touched her love and longing and 

stuffed with Inayah of God into the group. 

Similarly, on the whole family and his companions. Which 

topped a high degree, because close to him. And take 

shelter under the shadow of true glory with love 

wholeheartedly. Peace be upon constantly incessantly. 

Natural  perfume during wind gusts. Beautiful designa-

tions spread them all. 

µ � ������� �7 �����B ��¶¨  �" �G�������( � �B ��G����& �x  �� �� ��� �	  �q�  �#  ��� �B����G �'  �������& �� �� �'  �

 �7 �i���2 �� ��  � � �� �> �% �� �  ��h�� �) �� � �3 ��  �� �G �, �� �n �%  ��� ���g �% �� �'  �7 � ��h� ����& �� �� �' 

 �� ��h�� ���g �% �� �'  �  ����+ �N �C  ������& �� �� �	  ������, �8� �% �	  �7 � ��:�� �B���� �k  ��� ���� �>� �B �k 

 �� ��� ������: �k  ������m ��� �% �	  �" � � � �+ �G���& �x  �7 �3�� �� �k  ��h���� � �� �� �%  � �#  ������B ��� �' 

 ��� �� �1 �G �!  ��� �g �, � �O  �V � �?  �S �� �� ;w� �n �2 �����7 ;� ��� �B � �� �� �Q � �� ;�� ���� �� �y 

 ��� �g �� ��� �w� �� �1 ���G �� �! ��� � ��� � � �<����h�� �? ��[�  ��  ������� �� �?  �" � �. �: ����& ��  ٰI���� �M 
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 �7 � | �u �% �t  �P � �� �� ��3 �k  �" ����� ���� � �?  �P ���G ;!  �#  ��� � �T����� �k  �� ������ �� ;�  �� � ��� 
 �� �8 ��  �� �h �G R�a  �V �?  �\ �� �?  ��� �� �S �� ��  

  

 � �y �� �� �# �x�G �� �S� � �� �d� �¼ �u �� ���3 �= ��  �  �d�� �� � �� �° �� �/�� �# �
 �B
 �d� D�K �� �� �  � �� �V �t� �� ��� �  ��� �B�( ���9��8 �� �/��    �   �C �� �P� � ���� 

 �d� � �: �B�7� �2 ��<�� �' �/�   
  

 �� �9 ��  � � �=�� �< �±  ��� �&���G �'  �# ���( �� �� �� �?  �� � �����" ��� �°  ��� �B���G �'  ���� �?  �����9 �s� �p 
 �� �� �� ��  ��F�� � � �H  ��� �g �% �� �'  �� � �Q �K ��D �k  ���  � � �� �% �[  �q� ���7 �d ��ٰ8 �N ��� � �B���, �� 
 ��� �� ����& ��% ��  ����� �?  ��h�� ����g �% �� �'  �� ��h�� �B����i �3 �'  �� ��� �) ����G �!  ��� �B����i �3 �'  �
 �" �� �� �< �?  ���� � � �¤  � � �J  � � ���� �< �M  � � �V����: �k  � �_����9 �
 �[  � �# ��ٰ8 �N ���� �� �& �[�  �
 �� � � �9 �% � W �� ��<�� �
 �[  � ������ �� �> ��3 ��  � �_����  �[� ��  � ��� ��<� �
 �[  �� �G���3 �M  � � ������2 �

 ��F�� �� �H  �� �� �Q �� �k  �q�  �� �7 �% � E�(D �d� µ۳� ×É ¶���R� �
��  �����7 Nٰ �� �M  �� �� �� �< �? 
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� )�� ٱ �� &� �� ��  �y  �'��G �> �� �d �3�G�� �q� ��� ��  �� �?  �� �� �� �>� �?  � �_����P �
 �U  �
 �7 �� �( � �� �3 �!  �V �?  �� �h �7� �h �d  �7 �1 �� �J  � �_� �� �� �U�  � E � �JD  �d���3�G�� �q� ��� ��

 �'��G�� �> �� � � �Q �� �< �? ����:�� �¿� ���R&�G �P  �����R&�G �P  �� � � � ��� �����2 �'  �� �� �� ���K ��D �[ 
 � �������P �
 �U ��� �> �,� R&  �� � � � ����� �> �B �2 �' ����7 �� � �� �} �� �: � ��  �Q �G����R�  �� �� �"����R&  �

 �7 R�% � �� �� R"������  �� � �����& �� �� �w �� �� ���+ � �B �� �� ��� ��  �B �% �� ��R"� ���� � �d  ��� � ���) � �G �! 
 �� ��<�� �2 ��  �� � ��G�����+ ��� �½ �� �����h �� �¦  ������  ��� �� ���B �Z ���  �� �/ �� �w  �� � �I �� ����� �°� 

 ��� ����� �< �f � ��  � � �S����7� �d  �� �S����7� �� Rk �B ��/����G Rk  �� �����8 ��  � �_� ��  ��� ��n�� �+ �3 �! 
 ��%�� �Q �3 �'  �� �G �3 �. �3 �'  �� � �_� �� �� �G �k  �� � �� �d  �� �p  �> �2 �� �� �k  � � �P �
 �9 �d  ��� �2 �A���, �k 

 ��� �& �� ��� �k  � � � ��� � �Ê  �( �%�( �B ��  �� �: �2 �" � �% �s� ��  � �_� �9 �� �� ���� �]� �? ������ � �T ��� �k  �
 �� �� �?  �  �n �% �Y �A �, �( �d �B ��1 �% �C  ��1�� �% �U  �� ��� �� �: �\� �w  �� � �7 ���B �% �t  �I ���� �% �° 
�( �1 ��A �, �x  ��� �� �/ ��� �� �@ ��� �� �� ���"� ��  �" ����2 ��  �'��G�� �> �� �d���3�G�� �q� ����� �� 

��� �S ��� �p ��� ���� �+ �C�  ��� �g �� �� ������3 �k  �� � ��� �� �: ����+ �% ��  �#  �G �P �� �d����& �d����&�G �P
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 ��� �/ �� �w�  ��� �� �3 �� �� �J  �# �  � �_� �� �
 ��  ��� �g �% �� �� �k  �� ��� �, �1 �� �J  �" ����� ��� �? 

 �� �G �® ;� ��� ;k  �� � ��� ��  �(����� �x  �� �G���3 �d  ���� �?  �q�  ��:�� �B���� �k  �" ����2 ��  ��� �& ���� �% 

�����h�� ̂ ��[ ������� �N �¦  �� �. �: �����& �� �#  �7 �% ����� �S �d  �� � �3 �h ��� �n ��% �t ����7 �d ����� �� �Y �? 

���� %�  �® �p  �P�� �� ��  �h �& �% ��� �° <� ٱ �S �d  �� ����9 ��  �9�� �� �x  � ������9 �� ���  � �_� �\ ������3 �k 

 �7����� �9 ���� �� �x  ��  � � �� ����2 �% �C  ����� �?  ��� �>���ٰ8 ��% �N�����:�� � �� �� ����� � � � �� ����2 �% �C  �

 �� �P �� � �x  �7 �d  �� �?  �P ���� � �x  �" ����K �JD  �� �� �< �h �& ��% �°  �#  � �_��� �� �
 �� 

 ��� �+ �P� �% �	  �� � � �_� �� �Q �[�  ��n�� �% �� �+ �k  ��1�� �8� �% �	  �Q � ��Ë �7  �% �\  �# ���� ��� �' 

 ��n�� �2 ��� �	  �7 �n� R%  �� � E ��D �, �n �%  �� � �  ��� R� �Q � ��O  � �_� �" �K ��D  �����2 �� �� �°  �� �7 ���2 �% 

 �" � �h �B ��G �& �x  �8 ��� ��%�� �k �9� �'  �� ٰ2 �N �°  ��� �� �% �� �t  �7 � � | �J  ���� �% �9 �'  �# ��ٰ8 �N �

 ��� �& �% �Y �¿�  �� �8� ��  �� ������ �d  ���� �?  �V �/���s� ��  ٰI���� �M ����:�� �� ��  �� ���B �% �� �t  �

 �� �� �J  � E��� D �x  � �_� �� �� �< �?  �� �( ���+ �e  �7 �B �� �n �%  �� �B�� �n � � ��D ���� �� ٰI �t����� �M 
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 ��� �� �� �� �� �t �( � �n �� ��� R&  �� ��<G ��D �B � ��  ���� � �? ���P �� � �À�  ������� �} �� �: � ��  �

 �� �( �% �� ��� R�  �� �G �� �h �B � �G �& � ��  �7 ٰ2 �N����:�� � �� �� ��� �� �, � ��  �� � �� ������"  � | ��� �(  ���B �% �� 

 � �_� �9 �
 �[  �V � �?  �u �} �� �J  �P � �O  � �_� �  �[�  �� � ٰ � �g �?  �8 ��� � �£  �� �����(  �� �� �� �? 

 �� �Q� �+ �i �h �d  �� �?  �> � �O  � � �u �% �t  ��� �� �) �G �� �9 � ��  �� � �� � � � �� �%���� �d  �q� ���7 �d 

 �#  �� �� �� �� �°  �� �?  ��� �+ �� ��  ���� �N �¦  �V ��'  ������B ��� �� � ��  �� � �7 �&���3 �x  �� �� ����h �d 

 �#  ��� �g �� �J  �� �: �n �� �� R	  ����  �� ��%  � �_� ��� �[�  �� ��n�� �2 �� ��  �� ��<�� �: � ��  �� � �Ì� 

 ��h�� �B ��G �!  �7 ٰ2 �N �°  ��� �� �� �% �	  ��� �g �% �� �� �k  �� � �� ��h�� �Í �V �n ��� �U  �� �� �>  �� ��� 

 � � �� �� �"� �2 ��� � �B �i �3 �� �k  �� � �� �B ���  �q�  �� �: �+ �p  �7 �d  ��� �� �h �K � �G �'  �� ��<�� ��D �p  �

 �"����3 �� �P �
 �J  �# ��� �u �+ �V� �k ���ٰ8 �N �����F�� � �� �H ��� ��n�� �"D �p  �� � �� � �Á ������ �Q �J�

 �7 �% �� ٰI �$ �� �M  ��:�� �B �3 �' 
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only an instant. His behavior as soft gentle breeze cool, 

distant. His face was as bright refreshing garden. Personal 

embodiment of all virtues affectionate but firm in attitude 

and strong in his determination 

Elegance, purity, and shame accompany always, decorate 

his movements. Words and actions are neat. It's hard to 

emulate. Perfect body shape. Similarly, morality bears. 

Fair and generous when and wherever he is .... 

When walking, as if dropped from a height. Ahead fast in 

the running. Although seem always calm unhurried. Thus 

it resembles heritage neatly stored in a sturdy container 

tightly closed. None of keys capable of opening the doors 

of its properties. Or like the full moon, fascinate mind and 

thoughts. Whenever imagined beauty or visible light beam 

for dear human vision is the envy of the full moon each 

time looking at the beautiful face of reason and thought in 

confusion when you want to describe the essence of 

meaning. Furthermore, how words are able to express 

about the properties that bring despair for anyone who 

wants to explain. Or how mind can achieve meaning the 

One who no nothing may equal or like it. 
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And now I hope my description is followed by attentive 

listeners. Virtues that will wrote down for him that put 

this noble human being in a position that is very high. 

Because nothing like any human could match this master 

in physical form and behavior. And that nobody is able to 

penetrate the secret wisdom of God hidden in the beauty 

of the body and its moral perfection. 

The providence of God from the beginning has been 

printed in the character and morality of the noble and 

elegant shape with such as the moon. He is a man of 

medium. Color red-dish white skin. His forehead was 

broad match. The length of her hair to the limit of the ears. 

Both arms and legs, and joints are all in perfect shape and 

size of the overall steady in the beauty and harmony of its 

properties. Nobody emulate the perfection of vision, 

hearing, or speech. Indeed Allah has created in the best 

shape it, all beauty and and restricted summarized. 

When he spoke, pearls of knowledge and wisdom he sows. 

There's nothing like an expert Khutbah (speech) 

accomplished could bring a neat speech always contains 

solid as saying. When the eye can see in its eloquence 

charming garden. Will not be met in the whole form of 

beings anywhere that has similar properties to him. 

He is the leader that every time laughing pretty smile 

gracefully. With steady calm steps he walked. When asleep 
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 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful 

 

(Amma Ba’du – Either After). 

When the will of His (God Iradah) His science called Al 

Qadim (not started). Is pleased to reveal the core of 

specificity, for a noble man. By virtue and honor. 

Realization with glorious nature. Comprehensive divine 

favors evenly, as well as his grace abundant. Then look 

intention of his copyright. In absolute nature infinite. 

Exposing the "beauty" witnessed eye. Encompassing 

nature of beauty and elegance perfectly. and moving it 

with all blessing. In the noble loins and uterus. There is no 

single one that summarize loins. Unless God hath nan 

deliciously perfect. Like the full moon, moving in its orbit. 

That every place they live in or the path. Grabbing 

immeasurable glory. 

Thus defined in the destiny (azali). Revealing confidential 

light is (nur). Only in themselves. That hath specificity and 

privileges. So that each residence. Always in loins 

magnificent and graceful. As well as the pure wombs clean. 
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Until then when he comes to reality. As a human being, not 

the same as ordinary people. Nur like a bright light. His 

appearance was astonishing intellect and mind. Then 

moved with soul and spirit of this writer. Take note of 

what is to him. About the miracle of light (nur) this noble. 

Although the tongue will not be able to uncover its 

properties although bit or less. But just bidder hearts of 

the listeners. Which included special circles among the 

believers. And the entertainers they were adrift heart. On 

this bright nur charm. For how could. The authors were 

able to paint pen. Concerned about everything. With most 

major human. Among mankind. 

But my heart was moved. Jot that I know by heart all these 

years. About the history of the noblest of human life. 

Among all creatures. Also on the great gift that God 

bestows. On the occasion of his birth. Which covers all the 

inhabitants of the universe, and banners fluttering 

magnificent. In every corner of the universe. Continuously 

throughout the succession of days, months, and years. 

Everything was driven solely. By a personal favorite on 

this sublime. As well as my desire to listen always. 

Designation of its properties are completely sublime. 

And may God deign to multiply its benefits. For the 

speaker or the listener. So both will enter the intercession 

door and inhale the cool pleasure of it.  
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 �y��� �< �)�� �'����� �d���������( ���: �V�� ���,�G��    �� �������  �� �?��:����+�( �d �3 �+��� ���

 �d �+ �� ���7   �    �� �d �3�" �� �J� �� ����� �Z �+�� ��� �' �y �� ����  
 �" �� � � � �S �����  �9 ��� �� �°  ��� �B� �i� �3� �'�  �� � � � �� �> �p�  �" ���� �G�� �d��  ��� �B� ��� �3� �'�  
 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful. 

 

And when the ears, having the honor of listening to news 

about man's beloved and dear ones as well as the 

accompanying glory in the real world or the unseen author 

moved with desire me boast partial perfection is the 

leader in body shape and her morality. So that the listener 

can know God given glory to him. In the wonderful 

qualities and interesting behavior are devoted to him by 

His Creator of Inayah. 
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 �� �� �I �� � �r �"  �K �¼ ��  �� �� � �: �� ��±  �� �?  �� �, ��  �" � �3 �+ �� �C  �� �> �% �� �p  ��� �� �� �n �e 
 �� �?  �5 � �O  �P �, ��  �" � �2 ��  ��� �g � �Î  ��� �� �1 �G �< �'  ���� �N �¦  �� �� �| � �§  ������  ���" �h �* 
 �7 ���  � � �� �� �"� �d  �� �+ �h �$�  �� � ��� �, �� ��  ��h�� ��'  ���� �N �¦  �� �| �P �N  �_� �� �, ���  �� �I �
 �( �) ��3 �G �h �d  � � �� �> �: �� �°� �2 �� � �$  

 � ��� �m�� 6��3 �= �Q �� �d �2 �S �� �? �< �Q �?�� �� �� �, � �C� ��O ���( � �_ �# ��� �,��
 �°� �: �B �� �y �� ��  

 �" �� �I� �� � �B �% ��  ��� �& �� �w  �V �?  �� �� �� ;y �B �/ ��  ��� ���� ��� �+ � ��  � � � ������ �� �� �� 
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 �� �� ��� �� ;� ��� �q�   �� �G �3 �d  �� �> ��G �'  �� �?  �  �� �� �° � � 
 �� �9 ��  �� �� ��  �� �?  �Q �� �� �¹  � � � �Ñ  �8 �% �� �% �	  �� �® �e  �q�  �V �: �d  � �����  �d ���9 �w�  � �

 �9 � �w�  �� �> �� �w  �q�  �� ��� �q�   �� �G �3 �d  �� �> ��G �'  �� � �: �x  � � ��� �w  ��:�� �,����3 � �� 
 �#  ��� �) �G �� �! �P� �% �8 �'  �#  ��� �, �B �¹ �  

 �� �9 �� �( �B ��� �� �C  ��%�� �� �� � �C�  �7 �� ��  �d  � � ��� �w  ��� �) �G �!  ���� �S �� R� �� � � � �� �u �% �" �2 �' 
 �� �� �� �� R� �� � � �� ��� � E � � D �x  ��<�� �B ��� �	  � �_� �7 �� ��� �k  �� � �2 �� � �
 �Q�� �i �P 6k �+����3 6k 

 �� �P �h�� �� �x  ���� �? �� �uÒ �] �C  ���� �?  ��� � �T����� �k  �7 � �f���� �w�  ��� �) � ���� �� ��3 �k  �
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 �" � �G �& ��  � E �JD  �'��G�� �> �� �d���3�G�� �q� ��� ��  �� �%���7 �� ��  ��� �&����� �k  � � � ���7 �3 �² 
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 �� � � �l� �> �h �& ��� �k  ��� �K ��D �G �k  �#  �� �� �>� �: �d  �� � � �� �� �"� �d  �� � �'  �� �| �7 �C �n 6%
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then there is no desire someone should covet. Revealed 

her secret hidden or covered his nur light perfectly. 

Because it is the presence of too exalted to be seen by the 

observer, and levels not be achieved except for the prince 

of the apostles. Then indeed blessed presence of Prophet 

Muhammad, received the great gift of God presence 

pouring abundant Almighty. Ah, how lucky he attained this 

high position 

 �� �Q �3 �¹  �( �n ��% �" �x  � �_� �> �� �7 ��� �� �P �, ���  ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �=���3 ��  ��� �� �����, �� ��  �
 �� �� �Q� � �� ���� �d  ���� �?  ��� �g �%����� �k  �# ���V �� ��� �' �� ��n�� �2 ��� �	  �� ��� �m���3 �� ��  �
 �( �� ��% �� �x  �8 ��� �k  ��� �� �h �K � �G �'  �� �� �   �n �%  �� � �� �>� �?  �G �P��ٰ8 �! �N�� ��<�� � ��3 �� 
 �� � � �P �
 �d�9  �� � �3 �B �% �t  ��<�� ��D �p �����  � � �� �%���� �d  �q� ���7 �d  ���� �?  ��� ���� �� �y 
 ��� �� �< �?  �� ��� �) �G �!  ��� �/ �� �3 ��  ���� �N �¦  �P �� � �h �d  �7 �d  �V �: ��� �P �k ��
���9 �d 

 �" � �G �3 �& ���7� �� �� ��<�� ��D �p  �� � �� �� �G���3 �d  �� �G���3 �d  ���� �?  �� �u �% �� �y  � �_����P �
 �U 
 �7 � | �I �� ;J �V� �3 ;k  �" � �� ��  �d  �> �� �t  �� �/ �� �B �d  �� �?  � � �� �� �t�  ��� �� �= �3 ��  ������ 

 ��%�� �(�����, �k  ��� �B �� ������3 �k  �" � �����G �A �@  ������ �n �7D �d  ٰ8 �N���� ��<��� ��3 ��  �#  �P �G�����& �d 
 �� � � �P �
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 ��� �����) ��� �t  ������: �k  � � ��� ��<� ��3 �� �	  ��� �g �% ������ �k � �����: �k  �" � �h �G����& �°� �� �� �G �� 
 �V �, �� � ٰ��  �" �� �� �& �°�  �� �� �7  �1 �:���2 �" � ��� �� ��� �h �d  � � �Q�� �n ��D �8 �7 � �� �B �����  �k  �q� 
 �� �� �"� �i Rk  ����  �� �Q ��! ��ٰ8 �N �°  ������� ��� �� �	�� �� �� �  �2 �" � � �� �� �G���h �d  �7 �% ������� �k 

 �q�  �� �� �� � �� ��  �V �: �2 �Q � �� R
  �P �+ �3� R+  �� �( �/ ��  �� �d  �� �& R
  �� � ���(�� �n �f �� �
 �� �: �d  � � �� R��  �� �� ��  �G R
  �Q � ��Ë  �� ��% ��n�� �2 �%  �7 �B ��  �� ��n�� �2 �%  ���� �?  �Q �����G �d  �
 �� �9 �% ��  �����9 �x  ���7 �% �� �\ �°  �� ������  ��� �' �� ��n�� �2 ��� �	  �� �h �: �=�� �< �±  ������  � � ���8 �� 

��ٰ8 �N ��� ����B ��� �'  �" �3 ���� �® �C�  �"�� �� �G �d  �� � �( �: �h �� �n �%  �"���3 �d  �ٰ���� ���  ���� �/ �� �° 
 ���� �� �3 �' 

 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful  

 

Now is the time of this pen. Driven scraping my fingers. 

Which can be reached by the mind. About the nature of the 
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perfect servant and loved it, as well as the ultimate 

behavior of all behaviors. And this is where should I write. 

What has to my knowledge. News and stories about this 

beloved man. Pen and paper in order to obtain glory. 

Hearing and vision had a chance, picnic in the beautiful 

gardens enchant. 

Have come down to us. In the famous hadiths. That 

something first beginning God created. Nur is stored in 

this private. So here's nur beloved man. The creature first 

appeared in the universe. From it branched out all over 

this form. Creation for the sake of creation. New arrivals or 

earlier. 

As narrated by Abdur Razzaq. With its sanad up at Jabir 

bin Abdullah Al-Ansari, may Allah be pleased with both 

of them. That he never asks, "For the sake of my father 

and mother, O Messenger of Allah, Let us know me 

about something. Created by God before everything 

else. He replied: "O Jabir, Allah has been creating nur of 

Phophet Muhammad from His nur. Before anything 

else". 

And it has been narrated by Abu Hurairah, that the 

Prophet Muhammad has said: “I was the first among the 

Prophets in creation. However, the latter in the 

apostolate ... ". Many other states are also history. That it 

was he who first existence. And the noblest of them all. 
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lovely se administration and called to her as noble 

greetings. After he himself pointed out praises to the 

presence of the Goddess, "At-tahiyyatuI Mubara-Katus 

Shalawatut Thayyibat. '' 

Ah, how soft caress of the gift he received it. How beautiful 

the great meeting. In a scintillating all-round presence. 

When the One (the Apostle) gave testimony to the glory of 

the One of God (Allah), as he summarizes llahiyyah loving 

mercy and his grace is abundant in the atmosphere of 

humility and surrender to Him. That is the level that 

forced every fall loose harbored dream of regret and 

despair in order to see it high so high once of all range 

Lots of fine attached soul experience gained Apostles in 

the encounter when it and the science and knowledge 

achieved. When God revealed to His servant what was 

revealed to him and no heart Apostle deny .... 

It was sheer gift of the presence of the Most Merciful, is 

devoted to this man alone. Loving sympathy addressed to 

him. Nothing perhaps any man genie and summarize. That 

is giving very special. A pen anyone would not dare try to 

elaborate on their nature. Tongue was not able to reveal 

the subtle meanings hidden him. 

Presence of Allah vast devoting it, just for the views of the 

Prophet were staring intently and ears to listen carefully 
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 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful. 

 

And among the honors reserved for this noblest apostle. 

Mi'raj her into the presence of God the Merciful the 

kindness of his always abundant that His gift is always 

poured out and the evidence of His glorious power. 

Experienced on that occasion and glory for the palate as 

well as its inhabitants. With the publication of "nur-lamp" 

was for them a Rasulullah SAW then the skies with 

Gabriel Al-Amin to the presence of God Al-Malikul Jalil 

accompanied by all the glory and honor. 

There is no occupant enters, except immediately welcome 

him with reverence and a variety of welcome greeting. 

Each apostle that passed convey the good news he knew 

about the high position on the side of his Lord, until he 

surpassed all the seven heavens. And reached the absolute 

presence of the infinite, where he covered the soft caress 

full familiarity gifts come from the presence of the Divine. 

Welcome the diversity of her with congratulations. 

Glorifying him with a variety of great grace bestowed her 
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And when "everlasting happiness" appeared. His obser-

vations were hidden. Specialized human chooses. With a 

perfect specificity. He placed this bright nur. At various 

loins and uterus glorified among the inhabitants of the 

universe. And move to move it, from the loins of Adam, 

Noah, and Abraham. So in the end. He arrived at his father. 

The selected receive immeasurable honor: Abdullah bin 

Abdul Muththalib wise and authoritative. As well as his 

mother, Aminah noble. Who always felt safe and secure. 

Although in the middle of what is disquieting. 

Then he was greeted by Abdullah loins, and forwarded to 

Aminah, his wife. Which summarize with great affection. 

In order to maintain and preserve a precious pearl. With 

the help of God, who is always there for her. He was 

conceived under the supervision of God. With all the ease 

and lightness. Nothing feels the slightest weight, or pain 

suffered. 

Months passed. Until almost time. The content was born 

into reality. So that the overflow primacy. Bathes 

occupants of the universe. Swirling glory. Enclose them all 

 �� �� �: �� �N �G �& �x  �7 �d  ٰ8 �N �°  ����� ��� �	  ��� �� �f �: �� �  �k  �� � ��� �/ �� �8 �% �	  ��� ���� � �� �  �k 
 �� � ��� �g �� �J  � E����G �d  �� �� � �, �*  �� �� �� �� �< �e  �#  �� �> �% �� ;�  �� �7 � �h���2 ;Ð� �7 � ���& �% �� 
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 �� �2 �� ��  �� �u �% �U�  ٰ8 �N ��<��� �% �Ð� �� � ��� �B���3 �� �J  �� �h�� �n ��� �" 6k  �� ��  ���7 �% �� �\ �°  �
 �� �h�� �n ��� �9 �� 6k �� ���  �h���& �̄ �  �S �� �8� �% �����: �� �\ �°  �� � ��� E ���  ��� ����7 �� ;k ���& �% �� ;Ó
 �  �1 �& �x  �7 �+ � �3 �*  ��� �B �, ��� �	  �� � �B �G �: Rk  �7 �f���� �w�  ��� �,�� �n ��D �	  �� ����� ��� �? 

 �Q ��� �Q ;� �����G �x  �#  ٰI���� �M  ������B �[�  �� � ��� � � ���( �x  �#  �Q �� �G���2 �7 ����m �
 �[  �
 ����� �?  �7 �%���� E �CD  �� �>�����B� ��� �	 ���ٰ8 �N � ��� ������ �[�  �� � ����� �'  ����( �� �w  �_� �� �z 

 ������ ��<�� �� �� �C�  �� � �h ���� �� ��� �) �7 Rk �B ���� �1 �%  ��� �����+ �% �$  �7 �� �
�����9 �	�  � � ���� �u �% �t 
 ��� � �T ��� �C�  �� � �7 �% �� �\ �°  �� �?  �� ��� �'  ��� �) �+ �]�  �� �� ��  �� � �'  ��i�� �2 �� ��  � �7 �B �� 
�( �: ��&���G �d  �# ���  �,�� �1 �� �J  �� ��i�����2 �� �� ����" �� �� �2 �%  �q�  �#  ��� ���� �S �� ��  �7 �2�� �/ �k 

 ��h�� ����g �% �� �'  �� � �7��� �< �±  �#  �������B ��� �'  ��� �g �, � �O ������s� �� �	  ��h�� ��� �n �% �� �y 
 �� ��h�� �B �i �3 �'  �7 � � �T �� �\ ٰ8 �N ��� � �, �n �% ��� �g �% �� �' 

 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful 
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 �V �& ��  ��� �� �= �3 ��  �'��G�� �> �� �d �3�G�� �q� ��� ��  �#  �(���G �M  ��� �� �� � �� �% �	  ���� �? 
 �> ��% �8 �� � �V� �& ��  �� � ��( � � ��  ���� �?  �� �G �����2 �7 ����� ��( � � �� � �� ���" � �� �� �Ô ��  �� 
 �V �, �� �°  �� � �� �� �Ô �� �  �� � �N ��  ��� �+ �} ��� ���� ��� � W �" � X���� ���8 � �e  �� ��� ��  �:�� �� 6k
 �P �� � �x  �7 �2 �Q � �� �% �	  � �_� �� �. �: �J�  ٰ8 � �N � �l�� �  �< �JD  �� � � � �� �� �h �d  �� �? 
 �V �� �Y� �+ �2 ��%�� � �Q �3 �� �k  �� ��� ���B � �/ ��  ���V �? �� �Q� �� �G �d  ������� �& �
 �J  �� � �(���G �M 
 �� �� �8� ��  �� � � � �/ �< �%  ��� �& �G �'  ����  �u �% �$  �Q �& �s� �& �2 �� � � �� �( �� �< �h �1 �3 �p 

 � �_� �� ��� �< �?  � � �J  �( ����B �% ��  ����V �?  �P ����+ ��e  �� �9 �s� �&����2 �P � � ����� � �x  �7����2 �
 ��� �� �� �% �	  ��� �� �>� �B �k �  ٰ8 �N �°  ��� �B� � ��  ��:�� ��� �% �	  �� � �_� �I �J  ��<��� ��� �B �k  �

���" �
 ��  �1 ���� �p �� �Y ��� �# 6p  � �l��� ��Y �
 ��  ������  �� �< �h �� �����8� �� � � � �l��� �Q� �Y� �k 
 �7 �n� �2 �� ��  �  �� �� �8� �" � � �� �� � �2 �Q � �� �% 6	  �S ��G �x  �V �?  �  �i �% ����:�� ��� �% �� �?  �
 �� �� �( �, �V 6k ��� �C  ���� ���5 � �O �� �> ��3 ��  ��� �� �%�� �> �G � ��  ����R� �A�: �2�"  �� �G �� �� � �� �% �	
 ��� �� �� ��� �������� �k  �� � ��� �S� �2����2 ����� � �?  �V �1������ ��� � �� ��� �� �% �	  � �_� �Q �������� �k  �
 �� �7 �G �� �4 �2 �� � �� ٰ8  �N ��� � �� �& �[�  ��� �B �i �3 �' 
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 ���� � �p  ��h�� �� �n �% �� �y  �� ��.�� �, �/ ���3 �� �" ����� ���� � �? �� �> ��^ �� ;] �� �/��� �� �2 �� � ��� 
 ������7 ��� �� �°  � �����8� �G �2 �7 ��� � ��Á �Q����3 ��  �� ��h�� ����g �% �� �'  �� ��h�� �| �8 ����3 ��  �� � ���� E ��� 
 ���� �> �� ���� ;w ��%  �� �G���3 �d  �7 � �� ��n �% �°  �7���� �V � �% ���" �d  ���� �?  �Q����& �d  �V���: ��  �q� 
 �� ��� �u �% �� �y  �� � �Î ������h �d  �� ������� �d  ��� �Q � ��Ë��� �S  ��� �\  ��� ��<�� � �, �p  ��1������, �U�  �
 �� �� �� � ��  �� �� �Q  �� �% �	  � �_� �Y� �
 �U  �  � �\� �� �h �d  �� ��� ? �� �� �� �% �	  � �l� ٰ � �2����3 �k 

�����4 � �� ��� �%  ��:�� �+���� �� �C�  ��� �& �% �7������3 �k  �� � �� �S� �2�����h �d  �7 ��h�� ��������3 �C�  �
 �� � � �� �% ������h �d  �7 �/ �� ����� ��  ��� �B �1�����3 �C�  �� � � � �� ������h �d  �S �� ����3 ��  ��� �2����, �C�  �
 �� �  �������( �d  �7 ��� �n �% �� �y  ��.����� �< �G �3 �� �C�  �7 �����B ��  �J� �  � � ����� �Z  �������  �(����G �M 
 ��� � � � �� �% �	  �7 ��h�� �� ��3 �C�  ��� �� �, ��� � E �CD  ���� �G �� �C�  ��1�� � �A �, �C�  �" � �3 �� ����2 �

 ����� �?  �  �+��� ������5 ;C� ��� �% ;C�  �� � �( �/ � �G����3 �� ;C� �������3 �# ;C�  �Q ��� �� �% ;C�
���7 �8� �% ;C� �( ��� �n �2 ��  �" �3���2 ��N���� � �C�  �� ��N��G �C�  �� � ���( �h �G ��a �V  �����Y� �y 

 ��%�� �Q �� �C�  �� � �> �� �7 � �L  ��� �+ �3 �� �® �C�  �7 � | �� ��X  ��� �) �� �� ��  �� � �_� �P �, �C� 
�  �����( 6� �(�� �< �& �±  � ������� �� �£�  �Q �� �< �%X  �� �� � �� �2� ���� ��� �� �]�  ���8 ��?  �� �� �]� 
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Since the interlock is maintained her beautiful pearl, 

natural shine entirely joyous, in the morning or at dusk, 

with increasingly approaching, the time of issue of 

plasticisers light this torch. Similarly, all of the eye. Staring 

along awaits birth. Longingly picked up no priceless gem 

opal. 

Pets of the Quraish was all like calling with eloquent 

words, announced the news nan perfect. Every woman is 

pregnant in that year, surely she gave birth to a baby boy. 

It was all due, carrier priest blessing the glory of this 

happy. 

Thus the earth and the sky. Wallowing in perfumery 

chirpy. Waiting for the noblest human birth. Among all the 

occupants into reality. Once saved so long. In some loins 

and uterus alternated. 

Then Allah is pleased. Reveal his glorious grace, in the 

form of the universe. Serve the gift of honor and glory.  

 �"���� � ��  ���9 �% ��  � � �� �J�  �� �� �® �p ��ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �=���3 ��  � � � �� �G���: �x �� ��<�� �� �� �C� 
 �� � �_� �� �® �� �J  �� �� �?  �" �3 �2 ��?  �7 � ��Á� � �Q �3 ��  �� � � � �� �1 ���  ����� �/ �� ��  � �l� ٰ � ���2 ��e 

 �������  � � ����8 ��  ��� ����� �S �� ��  ����( �� �Í  ��� � � ����� �< �: �k  ��� �� �
 �s����f �k  �7 ��h�� �,��� �n � �O 
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 �� �G �B ��� �� � ��  �( �B �Í µ¶ 1 µ  �d��ٰ��� �� �� � ٰ� � ���� ����� �� �q� �J� �� �, �>  �q� �����
 �q� ��  � �T���� � �  ����� �
�� �É ۳�¶×  �� � ������& �� �� �	  ���� �n �+ �x  �9���: ��� ��ٰ8 �N �

 ��� �� �< �h �� ��  �� � �A � �T �\  �  �� �� � E �° ��D� R
  �# ���� ��� �' ��� ��i����2� �� �� ���  � ��� R� ���" �U� 
 � E ���  �  �� ;��  �� � � �  �+ �N  ��� �� ��!  �Q �f �� �d  � ����  �� �?  � ��( ��'  �q�  �� �G �3 �d  ��:�� �B �� �k 

 �� � �?  �P �� � �À�  � �_� ��� �k  � � � �J  �� �� � �� �%  �V �: ��  �� �® �B� �d  � � ��� �k �( � �| �  �AD R< 
 �� �/ �: �7� �2 ��� � �� �< �B �� ��  �� � �� �n� ��� ��� �� Rk �2 �# �  ٰ8 �N ��<�� � �� �̄ �  ��� �� �� �� �� �� 

 �" � � �� �� �% �C  �7 �h �� �" �3 �!  �q�  ��<�� ��3 �� �	  ���� �% �� �'  ���� ��<�� ��3 �� �	  ٰ��� �> �3 �k  �
 �� �� �B �2 �� ���� � �?  ����� �� �� ��  ������B � ��  ���� �?  �9�� �< �'  �q� ���� �d  ���� �?  �� ��n�� �% �t 
 �7 ��� �& �< �� �k  ��� �� �"� �3 �k  �" � �� �Ö ���  �� �9 �x  ���� �N �¦  �� ��( ��  �q�  ����  �Q�� �� �� �� �° 
 �� �S �� ��  ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �� �� �� ��  �" � � � �+ �G �!  �� �� �, �*  ��� �g���� �w�  ���� �? ����:�� �� ��  ���V �? 

 �V����� �� ��  � �� ����7 �% �\  ��� �������� ��  ��� �� ������� �� �� ����� � �N �V�R:  � ٰ� � ����7 ��h�� �B �i �3 �' 
 �� ��<�� �/ �� ��*   
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multiply, healing the sick patient, greetings came from a 

pile of rocks, trees obedience to him, splitting the full fruit, 

giver of knowledge about things unseen, moans palm tree 

missed her, all of them far into the prevailing custom. 

Similarly, lizards and deer, bear witness of the prophetic 

and apostolic, and many other powerful evidence. 

As well as the amazing miracle that God made to support 

his message, and only her devoted among all of His 

creatures. Many of the signs of his supernatural precede 

nubuwah. And is strong evidence for the prophetic and 

apostolic. 

The news spread widely all. Bring happy for the sincere 

believer. But add to the unfortunate (disbelieving) for the 

infidel or a hypocrite. And not a single person of sound 

mind but must take it with confidence and full handover 

 �� �� �?  ��n�� �% �t  ���� �N �¦  �� �P �h ���  �q�  �7 �d  � � �u �% �t  �� �> �� �w  �� � �B �% �S� �d 
 �� �� �Q  �� �% �	  �q� ����� �� �T  ��� ���� �� �� �w  �� � �����2 �� ��  �ٰ���� �C�  �q�  ������, �8� �% �	  �# 

 ٰI �� �M  ��� �� �B �% �Ð�  �� � �( �n ��% �t  �C� ������ ��<�� �� ���� �? ���" �� �9 �2 ��?  �7 �� �� �u �% �U� 
���  �� ��  ٰI���� �M  � � �� ��< �% �Ð�  �" ����& ��  ���V �% �Ð  ����� ��� �= �3 ��  �d���3�G�� �q� ����� ��

 �'��G �> ��  �� �� �B� �d  � �_� ��� � ��  �S � �T �� �� �  �� �� �Q  �� �% �	  ��� �����G �M  ��� �� �/ � �G �3 �� 
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 �� ��� ��� �: �"�� �& � ��  �� ��( �G� ��&� �8� �7 � ��h�� � �� �� �!  �� ��.���� �< �G �3 �'  �  ��� E ���  �IX 
 �9 �G �> ;� �G �3 ;' 
 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful.  

 

The Prophet Muhammad SAW, upon him divine revelation 

revealed. Soon act to bear the burden of preaching and 

sermons. Calling on people to the way of Allah with full 

awareness. That was followed by a sincere and abiding by 

those who think the light among the Emigrants and the 

Helpers who obtain the highest honor. 

Ahead of the others fulfill this call. As stated in divine 

destiny and with a firm determination of this beloved 

prophet. Similarly companions. God was pleased to 

enhance these religions. And with their heroism God also 

annihilating the infidels and apostates. 

There are so many great miracles associated with her. 

Proving that he's the noblest among the inhabitants of the 

earth and the sky entirely. Among them were a bit 
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¨¨¨ �� ��� �q�   ����  �� �� ��� ��  ��� �� �d �3�G�� �q�  �� �> � �G �' ¨¨¨¨ 
God's blessings on Muhammad, peace be upon him  

 

And when almost time. The birth of this beloved man. 

Strains of a warm welcome greeting. Reverberate in 

heaven and on earth. Divine mercy pouring rain. Natural 

hosts with a bushy top. The tongue of angels rumble. 

Announced the good news. 

Glory to God and Praise to Allah. 

There is no God besides Allah and Allah is Great (3x) 

The power of God reveal the hidden secrets. Make her the 

light is perfect sunrise in the real world. Light out-

performed all light. His precision was accomplised. On 

those options. His delights perfected for them. Waiting for 

the seconds of his birth. As an entertainer lucky 

personality. And together rejoice reaping abundant favors 

this. 

When the idea with God's instructions. Sayyidah of Mary 

and Sayyidah of Assiah. Together both came to escort. 

Some angel of heaven, who hath exalted glory, which was 

distributed by God, for they desired. 

And it was time that has been set up God. For this birth. 

Then the main dawn is breaking and bright. Towering 

bright. And the man born of praise and commendable. 
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Subject to humility 'in the presence of God. With all sincere 

respect and adoration. 

 ��� ��� �� �&����� �[� �3 
 

� �S� �2 �h�7 � �J ���g��� �U �% �u� �  �  �   � � �0 �1 �������� �� �S ���7 ���� �Q  
 6@� � � �J ����g��� ���8� �� ���  �   �� ��� �/�( ���9 6� �� �% �> ��  

 � ���� ����7 �% �Y��" � ���8 �� � �£�����  ��    � ��� �� �2�" �� �� ��% �4 �?�� �3  
 ;w��� �/�7 ��� ���A ���h �>� ��  �    �# �U��" � �� �� ��% �+�( �? �< ��  

 �� �:�� �� �� �% �n�, ;� �B �<�7 X � �   �;%�� �h �<�� ���+�:�� �@�A��  
 R]� �1 �V � �:�A�( ��� � �¹�3 �Q   ��    � �p�� �S �� � �% �)�+ �� ����7 �}��  

 � ��Ñ �%�G�" ;��� �Q ���� E  �  � �° �% �< ���� �J� � ��� �S �� �� �B  
 �� �� �S ���7 �� � �, �Q�I��  �  �   ��� � � �0 �1 ��� �� �¦��� �2 ����� ����  

 �� �> ����� �w� R
�8� � �q ����   �  �M�7 ��� �� �M�7 �� �B �<  
 �e �2������� �d�8� �/�7 ��  �   ��G �7 �� �� �S �� � �&�� ���� E �L  
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 �� � � ��� �� �� �7� �d ���ٰ8 �N � ������� � �� �?  �� � � � ������, �x  �7��� �n ��� �	  �7 �|��� �> �2 �'  �9����G �� �� 
 �������K �"D �% �� �?  �� ��� �� �G����� �� �� �?  �" � �i ����2 �%  �������  �� ������� �d  ����� �?  �V����i �3 �' 
 ��� �� �B �/ �� �C�  �� � ��� �� ��w  ����  � � ��  �d  � � �u �% �t  � � �8 ��  � �_� �� �z  �� ��<�� �� �� �C� 

 �" � �� �: �2 �( � �g �� � �O  ��� �& �G �3 ��  �� � �7 �% �]  ��� �B �G �3 ��  �� ��( �< �G �3 �'  ��� �� �� �/ �%  �
 �� �Y �V� �k  ��n�� �/ �%  �� � � � �n �& �U�  ��� �& ���� �%  �� � � �l� �P���, ���  �7 �� � �� �m ��A���, �C�  �
 �� �Q �: � ��  ����� �/ �N �� ������ �N �¦ ���8 ��  ���� �? ���P �� �� � �U  ������B ��� �C�  �� ��� �u �2 ��� �	 

 ����� ���  �� �d  �� ��� �m �� ��� �k ���7 � ��F�� �, ��� �	  �� ��%���� �> ��D �k  �� � �����5  � �O  ٰI���� �M  ���� �? 
 �7 �8� �%  �v� �� �C�  �� � �4 �% �s� ��  ��� �� �B �� �/ �� �C�  � � � ����� � �Ê  � ������ �� �°  �q�  �7���2 �# � 
 �� �> ��D �h �d  �� � �P �� � �d  �7 �2 �� � �?  �7 � ��  �7 �% ��� �h �d  �� ����9 �� �(���& ��� �� �x ���� �d 
 �9 �, ��  ��F�� �, ��� �	  �� �� �8 ��� �C�  �8 � �e  ����  �  �, ��� �( �d  �� ���� �> ��D �h �d  ���� �?  � ����9 �� X
 ��� �B �
 �� �C�  �� � �� �p  �� �2 �� �� �8 �� � � � �h�� �n ��D �8�� �> � �B ��  �7�� �2�� ���� � ��� �9 �� �J 

 ����� �?  �������� �} �� �: � ��  �� � ��� �u �& �e  �7����2 ��� � ������f ��N �7 �� �J  ����� �?  �������K �"D �% �� �? 
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As first revealed to him among the holy verses with denser 

derived from Allah SWT is: "Read in the name of thy 

Lord. Who created man from a clot. Read it! Your Lord 

the most glorious. Who taught by the pen. Teaches man 

what he did not know .... ,, 

Oh ... how great is the good news. Perfect gifts come from 

God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful directed to this noble 

man. 

Then strengthened again to his word: "Ar-Rahman, God is 

Merciful teach the Qur’an to create beings and taught 

to fluent speech ..." 

And certainly no one else was he human being is the giver 

of the teachings of the presence of God, the Almighty 

Rahman and Rahim.  

 �� ��'  �� ��  �d  �7���B �� ���� � � �� �w  �� �G���3 �d ����� �� �Q �e  ��� �, �G ���3 �L  �( � �� ����� ��  � � �V���, �]� 
 �������� �V �� �	  �� ��.�� �, �G ����3 �L ����" � �� �� ��� � �) ����G �!  �� �� �q�   �������  �7��� � � �O �	  �

 �" �� �S �7� �d  �7 � �l� �I �� �J�  �� �?  � E � D �x  �� �d  �7 � � �O �� 6	 �: � �O 6	  �� � �8 �e  �� �S� �7� 6k
�� �> �, �& �x  �7���2�  � �_��� ��9 ��3 �� �k � �_����9 �� ���  �( � �� �n � ��% �t  �7 � � �� ��< �, �!  �� �� �3���2� 

 ��� �� �2 �S� �% �� �J  �� � �_� �  � ���  �� � �9 ��  � � �� �� ��  �q�  �7 �2 ��� �k ��ٰ8 �N ��� � �� �=���3 �� 
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 �d�G �3 �= �> �Í �2� �� ���8� ��    �   �  �d�7 �e�� �� �u �%� �� �� �B �<  
 � �G �7 ��� �� �d�8� �/�7 ��: �m  �   �� �B �& �� � �O �P �°��� �� �S �#  

 �	 �
 �� ��  �r �m�( �q�   �    �� �� �> ��%�� �t �% �u� � ����� ��  
 �
 �> �� 6�%�� �h �<�� 6[ �   �� ��� �/�h�� ; �� �Q ���� E  

 

 �� �Q � ��  �7 �% �\  �� ��� �q�   �� �G �3 �d  �� �> ��G �'  ���� �?  �7 �� �1 �?  � ������ �d  ���7 �% �\  �� �"����RB 
 �Y �% �" �d  �� �� ��<��  ��^ �]  �� � �} �� R3 � �7 Nٰ �� �M  ��%�� ���" �p  �� ��  � � ��J ���� �d  �� �u �%�R" �� �
 
 �� �/ �� �°  �� �> �� �� � � � E �JD  �� �9 �x  �� �� �� ��  �> ��3 ��  ��� �g �� �  � ��  �� � �?  ��n�� �2 �� �� 

 �� �u �2 �%  �� �7 ���3 �p  � �_� ��� �w  �� ���� �?  � �_������ �[� ���� �� �[  � �_� �����: � ��  �� � �� �� �� �® �p 
 �� �� �����( �d  �����9 � �T �° ���7 ��� �� �% �� � ��  �� ����9 ��  �� �� ��  � �����  �d  �� �� ��� �q�   �� �G���3 �d 
 �� �> ��G �'  �� �� ��  �� �) �h �����R   �� �f�� �� �� R�  �� �&�� �1 �� ��  �� ��<�� ��% �	 �( � ������� �x  ٰI���� �M 
 �� ��� �n �% �" �d  �V����: ��  �q�  � ������ ��X  �������& �� �� �	  �� �  ����� �p  ����7 �% �� �\ �°  �� �����ٰ8  �N �

 �������B ��� �'  �� ��� �2 �%  ����� �?  ��� �B �/����s� ��  �� ������� �� ��w  �������  � ������  �d  � � ��� �u �% �t 
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 ��� �� �) �G �� �9 � ��  �� � � �" �� � �� �� �� �, �s� ��  �" � �& ��  �� �� ��  �V �?  �V���, �� ��%�� �Q ٰ� �? 
 �7 �?  �V �� ;t  �V �?  � � ��� �d  ��n�� ��+ �]�  �� �� �® �e  �q�  �V �: �2���� �9 � ������ �x  �� � ������ �
 �� ���� �� �C � �����: �k  �� �� �® �e  �q�  �V �:���2 �� ��� �> �� �w  �q�  �d���3�G�� �q� ����� �� 

 �'��G�� �> ��  �� ����9 � �p  ������� ����� �� ��¦  �" �� �>� �h �2 ���  �"��� �< �� �B �x ����9 �s� R
  ������& �� �w 
 �� �Q����� �M  �q�  � � ��  �� �Q����� �M  �������7 �M  �9 ������� �x ��� ��n�� ��+� �]  �" � ����� �®^ �] ����� �d 

������ �7� � ��  ��� ������ � �n �% �U  �� ��� �� �����m �% ��  � ��Ë���� �Q ���� �C �%���� �i�   �²�����B�7 
 �� ��%�� �� �� ��9 �[ �  �J� � ���� �n� � � �'�G�" �d �h �B �/ �®� � �� �d �h �<�=��� � ��'�� �x����9

 �Z���A���� �?���V 6	 �%�� �% �B�� �n�9 �� 6����V ���� 6k���G �� �Z�.�3 �n�4�  �x �B���� �<�"
 �,�8�I �?��� � �w �� �&��R 
�s��9 �� �%���m����� ���� �w����9 �d�7 �x�  �% �+�� �>� � ��  ٰI �M�����

 ��Z����V�  ���� �������� ��'����� ������V ��%�� � �� �k������G ��i���� �� �?����V �	 �%�� �% �B��� �n�&
 �¦��D��� �<���  �8�I �?������ � �w �� �&��R� 
�s�����9 �x �B����� �<�" ���� �w�����9 �d����7 �x����,

 � �U�%�� �n�����  �x������9  ��Z���� �¹�� ���� ����� �w ������ �'���G�"  ������  ��Ë�� �Q ;w����7
 �q� �d�� �B �h�7 � �  ��:�� �w ���� � �?�� �x�:�g�"� R� �
 �>�� �¿� �   �� �� �'  �( �% �S �� �x 
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 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful. 

 

Prophet Muhammad Rasulullah SAW grew up with the 

most perfect attributes. Surrounded always providence of 

God Almighty and His mercy overwhelmed abound. He 

grew up in a day like any other baby in a month. Personal 

nobility seemed perfect since a very young age. Being a 

witness that he is the prince of all of Adam's descendants. 

The stars of luck is always with him, as well as all things in 

nature, reveals loyalty and obedience to him. Each time he 

"blew" ill Allah bestow her healing. Each time praying for 

rain Allah is always down. 

Thus, the situation daily, until he had passed his youth and 

adulthood. That's when God devoting it with glory just for 

him alone. And there came Jibril Ar-Ruhul Amin brings 

good news of the Lord of the universe. 

Read to him verses of the Holy Quran Al-Hakim, "... And in 

fact you have been given the Quran from the presence 

of God, the Most Wise, the Knowing." 
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 �� �G �3 �d  ��%�� �� �$  � �_� �� � ��  �7 � ��� �, �� �n �% ���� X �?  �� ���  ������B ��� �� � �� ���" � �h �
 
 �� �G �3 �d  ���� �< �JD  ��N���� �� �% ��� �� �f �3 �'  � �� �u �8D �� µ �� ������  �M  ���� �h �G ��a ���  ���& �% �J� 
 �� �?  �� �� �J  �Q �f �3 �� ;' �G �3 ;' ¶ �" � �K �JD  � � ��� �w  �� � � �� �w  �� �G���3 �d  ���� �?  �(���G �M 
 ��� �� � �� �% �	  �� �?  �S �� ��� �p  ��� �����f �'  �9 � ������ �d �(���B ��� � �  �� ���9 �% � W  �7�� �>� �' 
 �� ��7 �M  ���� �N �¦  �P �G �!  �P � ���G �!  � �l� � �� �< �JD  ���� �?  �� ���G ;!  � �� ���9 �% � W  �� ������7 �M 

 � �_� ����� �% �[  � � W������ �N �¦  �������G �' ����7 ��� �& �G �'  �� ������G �'  � �l� � ��� �< �JD ����� ��� �' 
 �� �B �G �' �  ¨ �" �� � � � �V �i �� �2 �� � �?  � �� �n ��D � � ;	 ���� �� �G �h �2���� � ��  � �l� �Q�� �< �JD  �
 �� �?  �Q �� �% �	  � �l� �� �. �: �J�  �� � �� ٰ8  �N � �l�� �  �< �JD  �� � � ������ �� �( �2 �7 ��� �n ��D �	 

 � � W ��%� �Q ٰ� �?  �� ��G �'  ��� �& �% �J�  �P � �G �!  � �l� � �� �< �JD  �� ��G���� �d  ��� �=���3 �J�  � �
 �� �� �u ��M  � �����  �d  �d���3�G�� �q� ����� ��  �'��G�� �> �����8 ��  � �l� � �� �< �JD  ��� �� �&�� � �� �� 
 �7 ٰ2 �N ��h�� � �B �G �3 �'  �� � �?  �Q �� �% �	  ��%�� �Q ٰ� �?  ��%�� �Q �3 �' 
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 ��<��� ��: �� �k �?  �V� �i �3 �'  ��� �� �B � �/ �� �C�  �� � �7 �8� � �%  �v� �� �C�  ��� �=��3 �� � �: �C�  �
 �7 �� �� � �& �� �e  �7 �B �i �3 �'  �u �% �" �d  �V �: ��  ��� �� �� �°  �� � � W ��J ���� � �� ���V� �: ��� �h �d 

 �#  � E � ��  �Q� ; �� �(  �% �� �°�  �� � � � ��  �d  ��� �2 ��� �¦  �� �� ��  � �� �% �̄ �  ��� �� �< �h �& �3 �' 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful 

 

 

Mahalul Qiyam 

Natural light shines revelers 

welcomed the birth of 

Mustafa Ahmad 

Chirpy cover its inhabitants 

concatenated ceaselessly 

Cheer up, O followers of the 

Qur’an, birds singing luck 

now 

The one with the torch beam 

beauty . Beautiful 

outperformed all unmatched 

Now shall we rejoice with 

luck constantly endless 

When we receive the grace . 

Integrated her enduring 

pride 
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To God all praise, no 

numbers capable of covers 

that 

To respect the grace for us 

with the birth of Mustafa Al-

Hadi Muhammad 

Ya Rasulullah, welcome, 

Ahlan wa Sahlan .. 

Truly we were blessed with 

your presence 

Yes Divine, O Lord our . I 

hope you are pleased to 

award the gift of Thy favors 

deliver us to the dream 

destination for the sake of 

high degrees Apostles at Thy 

Show us the way that he 

traveled, so we are happy 

with him obtain abundant 

goodness 

O My God, for the sake of the 

noble position on your side, 

we at our best place the 

place at his side 

May the blessings of God 

covers always the noblest 

apostle, Muhammad 

And greetings constantly 

alternated every time 
 

And when the Prophet was born his mother. He was born 

as she shows a view toward the sky. As a sign of his own 

glory. As well as honor the towering. As for the birth on 

Monday in Rabiul-Awwal. The birthplace and tomb at Al-

Haramain 

And it has been reported that he was born. In a state 

already in circumcision. Eyed like kohl eye. The umbilical 

cord has been cut clean. Everything was done with the 

power of divine Qudrah. Thanks to the sublime position, at 
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disasters that might befall her son. Not knowing that he 

was guarded by the Lord, the guard is very perfect. 

Then brought back immediately to her mother. Although 

the separation was the weight feels in his heart, but solely 

due to anxiety and anxiety for his safety. Though he is in 

fact the grace of God in custody solid fortress strong, very 

high and noble position. 

 �" �: �n �¼  �'��G �> �� �d �3�G�� �q� ��� �� ����  � � �� �� ��  � �_� �� �� �t�  �� � �� ��+ �d  �� �? 
 �q�  �S �� �3 ��  ��� �% �� ��� �k  �� �5 ��� �%  � �_� �� �1 �t�  �" � �K �JD  �� �n ���  �#  ������3 �� �[ 

 �u �, ���  ���� � � �H  �#  ��n�� �2 �%  �� � �� ���2i �%  �� �G���3 �d  �# �� �� �, �°�  ���� �?  �� �u �% �t 
 ��� �g �� �w�  �� ����� �n �2 �� ���� �d  �7 � |����  �d �� �> ��3 ��  �� ���� ��  ��� �[  �� �� �"  �� �) �%  �� � ���� �' 

 ���� �� �w  �� � � � �� �/ �' �� �> �B �� �� �°  �Y ������B �k  �� � ��� �K �sD���: �C�  �� �B���2 �� �°  �Q �"��� �i 6k
 �� � �� ����� �% �Y �° �s�����B 6k  �" ������ �  �����+ �¹  �������  ����� �% �� �� ;² ������ �u  �+ �q� �°�  �
 �� ���( �� ��S �d  �#  �4 �3 �� ;¹ ��� ��  � � �  ������ �d ���� �� �� �°  �� �Q � ��Ë �7  ���G �L  ���� �?  ��� �B ���� �% 
 � ���� �u ��� �°  �� � ����� �� �x ����� �d  ����� �?  ��� �> ��? ��� ��n�� �, ���  �� ��� �g �2 ������� �k ����� ��� �	  �

 �" �� �S �� �( �d  ��� �� � �� �% �	  � �l���ٰ�� �2 ��3 �k  �7���� �� �u � �% �" �h �d ���7 �d  ���� �Q �� �° � ���" � �Î �w 
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Halimah immediately took him back to the village. With a 

carefree and cheerful heart. Accompanied custody Allah 

and His Inayah that constantly accompanies it. On the way 

home, he witnessed many miracles that surprise and make 

it grow sure how big the baby with her glory. 

Old camel and donkey weak hers no power now racing to 

beat the other in his caravan. Camel and goat's milk with a 

thick gushing profusely. Fascinate everyone who saw it 

Two years of the Prophet lived with Halimah and her 

husband. During that both enjoy its blessings and miracles. 

Awesome every eye witness and secret silver lining spread 

evenly everywhere. Until one day. When he was herding 

sheep came to him a couple of angels carrying a special 

tribute to him that his blessings covering mankind. 

They laid him carefully. Then cleave chest gently and pull 

out what they spend. Then the keeper of secrets of 

knowledge and wisdom into it. There's nothing like a dirt 

issued bother clicking angel of heart but they just add 

sanctity over sanctity ! 

In the meantime, he remains in power and endurance. 

Witnessing the signs of the divine power that is experien-

ced in itself. But news of the incident finally got around to 

hearing Halimah kind. He was anxious and worried about 
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the sight of his Lord. And coincides with the time of his 

birth. It appears some miracle. Proving that he is the 

noblest man. Among all the creatures. Foremost among 

which is loved by God. 

As narrated by Abdurrahman bin Awuf of his mother was 

Syaffaa (May Allah be pleased with both of his), At the time 

of Rasulullah SAW was born by Aminah. He was my 

welcome with my hands. And the tears came first. Then I 

heard a voice say, 'May Allah's mercy on you.' And so I 

watched the bright light in front of him. Lighting east and 

west. Until I can see. Most buildings Rum nation. 

Then he wraps me in my clothes and sleeping right. But 

the sudden darkness and fear. Come through me from my 

right. So I was shivering so. And I heard a voice ask, 

'Where does he have you got to go?. Go west! "Another 

voice replied. Then the feeling disappeared from my 

clicking. But for a moment and then back again. Darkness 

and fear through me. Coming from the left. Until my body 

was shivering so. And I heard another voice asked, 'Where 

would he have you got to go?'. To the east! "Another voice 

replied. 

The event was embedded in my mind. Until then when he 

became a messenger of God. So I was among the first 

people. Following him in Islam. And how many resume. 

Noting the great miracle to a miracle. As well as evidence 
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of his prophetic scintillating. All of which suggests a high 

position at the side of his Lord, and that Inayah of God. At 

any time keeping. And that he is as good as a bookmark. 

Which showed the right path 

���� ��'  ������  �d  ����� ��  �q�  �d���3�G�� �� �> ��� �'��G ��7 � � �B ��  � � �J  �Q �f���� �x ������ �& �� �� �	 
 �7 �i �2 �� �� �°  �� � � � �h �n �% �C  �#  � �_� �� �� �J�  �� �� ��� �p  �  �� �� �° �( ��� �< �7D �& �x  �� �� 
 ����� �® �V� ��� �d �� �% �B��� �® �C�  �� �����( �� ��" �% �C  �� �4����, �C�  � � ����8 ��  ��� ����� �S �� ��  �# 

 �Q �� � � �k  ٰ8 �N �°  ��N�� �C�  �" � �: �+ �N  ��� �f �� �� �' �?  ��� �� �� �% �	  ��� �B �i �3 �� �k  �
 �7 ����� �>� �1 �k ��� ��<�� �� �7 � �!  ��� �& �� ������� �k ����7 � � | ��J  � �_� �� �� �7  � �Á �7�����3 �k ���ٰ8 �N �
 ��� �� �=����3 ��  �� �Q��� �� � � �h �d ��� ��<�� ��3 �� �	  �Q �G �3����� �k  �� �����Q � ��  �� �Q �i����h �d 
 �V �3 �� � ����2 �� � � ����7 �% �\  �# ��� �u �¼ �  �2 ����� � �?  � � ��� �> �% �� � �	 �� ���&��� �k�����3� ���7 ��%�� 
 �� �f �: �� �  �2 �  � � �\� �w  �9 �G �, �2 �� � �?  ��� �+ �% �$  �� ��<�� �% �� ��  �� � ��� ��w  ������  � � ��J 

 �Q ��i �2 �� � �?  ��� �g �% ��� �k  �V �: ��  �q�  �Q �� 6½ �� �" �� 6�  �" � �� �: �x  �� �G �3 �d  �Q����: �� 
 � �_� ������2 �C�  ������  ��� �,���: � ��  �� � �� �4���, �x  �#  ���� �® �V� �d  �Y �����RB  �#  �  ���3 �� 

 �7 �% � E �(D �d  ���� � �Ê  �u �� �G �x  ��� �B ��� �� � ��  �" � �1 �G���, �x  ���� �?  � ������ �d  ��� �g �% ������ �k  �
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Assign, O God, as noble Lord's prayers and peace be upon 

our prophet, Muhammad SAW very forbearing and merciful  

 

Then after a perfect birth. In accordance with the Divine 

desired Qudrah whose light (nur) that light scattered 

throughout the nature. Race nannies wanted to feed him. 

The greater the desire of the inhabitants of earth to 

maintain it. 

And God will be established Supreme Court Again Wise. 

His assigned since time immemorial. That the most 

important Sayyida Halimah educate nurture this beloved 

man. But when both eyes at him. Then the secret was 

revealed Qudrah Rabbaniyyah on him. Gushing 

cheerfulness and joy in his heart. Indicated he might 

receive the honor of Allah in large levels of immeasurable 

affection immediately focused on the precious baby. 

Like the mother against her biological son and great desire 

to feed him in the hope of a blessed widespread pervades 

the universe. He was a noble request of his mother into 

handing him the task of breastfeeding and parenting, as 

well as educate. With all my love of his affection. Then 

approved the request. After witnessing the sincerity her 

speech. With all signs that assures the maintenance of a 

perfect way. 
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 � �_� �� �z  �� �® �/ ���  �( �n �% �� �y  �� ��� �u ��& �� �7 � �1���: �d �� �u� R�&  �� �1���3 6y ���� � ��' 
 � � �P �% �S �� �� � �?  �9 �G �, �d  �� � �� �P �% �S �� �°  �� � � �� �� �V �� �" � �3 �d  �� �?  � � �> �% ���  ��� �B �G �' 

 �� ��� �� �f���� �k ���� � �� �� �� �V �� �° �  ������ � � � ���P �% �Ð  � �_����� �
 ��  ���� �?  �9 �G���, �d  � W RI X
 �� ٰ � �g � � ��×  �\ ��� �� �°  �Y �2 R% � ����  �Y �2 �%�  �� �8 ��  �� �p  ٰI �� �M  �#  �9 ��� �� ;	 �� �, ;C�  �
 �� �h � ��+ �*  �� �?  �> �1 �� ��  ��� �& �� �� �	  � ��� �ٰ � ��32 �k  �7 �8� �%  �v����� �C�  �" � �, ���G �L  �� �� 
 �� �% �® �B �h �d  ���� ��� �� �k  ��� �B �+ �3 �+ �k  �� � �Q� � ��  ����  �I���( � �d  �� ��n�� �% �� �+ �k 

 �" � �h �) ��� �" �x  �� �G �3 �d  �� �?  �Q ��� �( ;Ï �) �n �°D  �� � �� �' �( �� � � �� ��  �d  �� �
�� �Q 6½
 �7 ��� �� �
 �Q �i �k  ��h�� ̂����� ���� �k �? ���� �� �� �°  �" � �% ������( �d  �� �� � � ����� �d  �� ���8 �e ���5 � �O 

 �> �) ��3 �7 ;k �+ �% �9� �d  �� � ٰ � �g �?  �� �� �9 � �[�  �� �B �2 �� � �?  �Q �� �J  ��� �& �G ��  �� �G���3 �d 
 �� �� �u �+ �9� �d  �� � �8 ��  �7 �� �� �� � ٰ��  �#  �Q � �� ;? � � �� ;p �� �& �� ;[� �% �� ;' 

 

 ٰ�G�� � �2 ��'  �' �3�G �<��.�� �� �	 �
 ���� �t �% �u�� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ����  � �:� �A �,� �� �� ���3 �>

 ٰ�G�� �µ �' �3 �Q ��%�� �t �� ��%��´ ;���� ���� �2 ��'  �� �d �3�G�� �� ����7 �� �'� �G �> �� ��� �� ���� ¶ �d��� 
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 � � �J �( �h �� ��� ��  �® �V� �d  �� �Q �� � � �h �d  �� �( �% �7 ��A���h �d ���7 ��� �B � ��  ��%�� �Q �3���� �k  �
 �" � | �S �7� �h����2 �7 � ��h� � �G �=����3 �k ����� �� �V� �3 �2 �� � ������ �� � � W �C  ����� �? ��� �� �� �9 �2 �# � 

 �Q �< �?  � ��Á�� �7 ��3 �k  �� �� �" �� ��  �� �� �V� �3���2 �" � � � �Á ��Q���G �x ���7 �d  �� �� ��  �: �\� �����2 �
 �� ��� �< �% �� �� �	  �� � ����8 �e  �7 �% �������� �k  �q�  �� �� �+ �� ����" �� 6k �7����B � ��  �V �: �������h �d 
 �� �: �i �� �� 6	  �" ��� �n �8D �� �C  �#  �Y �% �� �&���2 ���� � �?  �4 �%���� ��  ��� �� �B �� �/ �� �C�  �
 �� ��� ����� �2 � ������  � �����  �d  � � �� �u �% �t  ��� �� �) �G �����9 �C�  �" ����& ��  � ����( �x  ���� �u ��D �" �2 �
 �� � ��( � �������2����� �® � �B �3 �+ �h �J�  �� � �� �S������B �x  �� �8 ���������� �� �� ����  ��� �& �"�������G �k 
 �� �< �, �& �J�  �� � �9 ��  �� ��� �C �� ��n�� ��D �t  ���� � �n�� �3� �°  ���� �?  � �_� �����, �J�  �7 ����� �

��� �Q � ��O  ��� �B����& �� �w  �� � �_� �I����8 �J�  �� � �7 ����& �e  �V����: �� �8 �# �  �Q��� �� � � �h �2 �
 �� �\ �� �S �2 �> � �: �h � ��  �( � �h ��G �a ����  �?  �7 �% � E���(D �d  �� �V �/ �s����, �d  �� �B �/ �����( � �d 

���� �( � ���& ��% ���7 �d  ������B � ��  �� � �( �: �h �� �n �%  � � �� �> �% ��� �°  �#  ������g �� �  � ��  �� �Q � ��Ë 
 �� �S� �2 �h �d  �� �
 �s���f �k  ��h�� �) �� � �3 ��  �� � �l� ���� �% �[�  �7 � �� ��n�� �% �t ������ �N �¦ 

 �V ��� �x  �7 �% �� �h �d  � �_� �  �[�  �� � �8 ��  �� �% �Ì � �_�  �4���: �[�  �" � �� �®� �/ �B �� �°  ������ 


